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ABSTRACT
We study the implementation of mechanical feedback from supernovae (SNe) and stellar mass
loss in galaxy simulations, within the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) project.
We present the FIRE-2 algorithm for coupling mechanical feedback, which can be applied
to any hydrodynamics method (e.g. fixed-grid, moving-mesh, and mesh-less methods), and
black hole as well as stellar feedback. This algorithm ensures manifest conservation of mass,
energy, and momentum, and avoids imprinting ‘preferred directions’ on the ejecta. We show
that it is critical to incorporate both momentum and thermal energy of mechanical ejecta in a
self-consistent manner, accounting for SNe cooling radii when they are not resolved. Using
idealized simulations of single SN explosions, we show that the FIRE-2 algorithm, indepen-
dent of resolution, reproduces converged solutions in both energy and momentum. In contrast,
common ‘fully thermal’ (energy-dump) or ‘fully kinetic’ (particle-kicking) schemes in the
literature depend strongly on resolution: when applied at mass resolution 100 M, they
diverge by orders of magnitude from the converged solution. In galaxy-formation simulations,
this divergence leads to orders-of-magnitude differences in galaxy properties, unless those
models are adjusted in a resolution-dependent way. We show that all models that individually
time-resolve SNe converge to the FIRE-2 solution at sufficiently high resolution (<100 M).
However, in both idealized single-SN simulations and cosmological galaxy-formation sim-
ulations, the FIRE-2 algorithm converges much faster than other sub-grid models without
re-tuning parameters.
Key words: stars: formation – galaxies: active – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation –
cosmology: theory.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Stellar feedback is critical in understanding galaxy formation. With-
out it, gas accretes into dark matter haloes and galaxies, cools rapidly
on a time-scale much faster than the dynamical time, collapses, frag-
 E-mail: phopkins@caltech.edu
†Caltech-Carnegie Fellow
ments, and forms stars on a free fall-time (Bournaud et al. 2010;
Hopkins, Quataert & Murray 2011; Dobbs, Burkert & Pringle 2011;
Harper-Clark & Murray 2011; Tasker 2011), inevitably turning
most of the baryons into stars on cosmological time-scales (Katz,
Weinberg & Hernquist 1996; Somerville & Primack 1999; Cole
et al. 2000; Springel & Hernquist 2003b; Keresˇ et al. 2009). But
observations imply that, on galactic scales, only a few percent of gas
turns into stars per free-fall time (Kennicutt 1998), while individual
giant molecular clouds (GMCs) disrupt after forming just a few
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percent of their mass in stars (Zuckerman & Evans 1974; Williams
& McKee 1997; Evans 1999; Evans et al. 2009). Similarly, galaxies
retain and turn into stars just a few percent of the universal baryon
fraction (Conroy, Wechsler & Kravtsov 2006; Behroozi, Conroy &
Wechsler 2010; Moster et al. 2010), and both direct observations
of galactic winds (Martin 1999; Heckman et al. 2000; Sato et al.
2009; Steidel et al. 2010; Coil et al. 2011) and indirect constraints on
the inter-galactic and circum-galactic medium (IGM/CGM; Aguirre
et al. 2001; Pettini et al. 2003; Songaila 2005; Oppenheimer & Dave´
2006; Martin et al. 2010) require that a large fraction of the baryons
have been ‘processed’ in galaxies via their accretion, enrichment,
and expulsion in supergalactic outflows.
Many different feedback processes contribute to these galactic
winds and ultimately the self-regulation of galactic star formation,
including protostellar jets, photo-heating, stellar mass loss (O/B
and AGB-star winds), radiation pressure, and supernovae (SNe)
Types Ia and II (see Evans et al. 2009; Lopez et al. 2011, and
references therein). Older galaxy-formation simulations could not
resolve the effects of these different processes (even on relatively
large scales within the galactic disc), so they used simplified pre-
scriptions to model galactic winds. However, a new generation of
high-resolution simulations has emerged with the ability to resolve
multi-phase structure in the ISM and so begin to directly incorpo-
rate these distinct feedback processes (Hopkins, Quataert & Murray
2011, 2012; Tasker 2011; Agertz et al. 2013; Kannan et al. 2014).
One example is the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE)1
project (Hopkins et al. 2014). These and similar simulations have
demonstrated predictions in reasonable agreement with observa-
tions for a wide variety of galaxy properties (e.g. Feldmann et al.
2016; Ma et al. 2016; Wetzel et al. 2016; Sparre et al. 2017).
In a companion paper, Hopkins et al. (2017, hereafter Paper I),
we presented an updated version of the FIRE code. We refer to this
updated FIRE version as ‘FIRE-2’ and the older FIRE implemen-
tation as ‘FIRE-1’. We explored how a wide range of numerical
effects (resolution, hydrodynamic solver, details of the cooling, and
star formation algorithm) influence the results of galaxy-formation
simulations. We compared these to the effects of feedback and con-
cluded that mechanical feedback, particularly from Type-II SNe,
has much larger effects on galaxy formation (specifically proper-
ties such as galaxy masses, star formation histories, metallicities,
rotation curves, sizes, and morphologies) compared to the various
numerical details studied. This is consistent with a number of pre-
vious studies (Abadi et al. 2003; Governato et al. 2004; Robertson
et al. 2004; Stinson et al. 2006; Zavala, Okamoto & Frenk 2008;
Scannapieco et al. 2012). However, in galaxy-formation simula-
tions, the actual implementation of SNe feedback, and the physical
assumptions associated with it, often differ significantly between
different codes. This can have significant effects on the predictions
for galaxy formation (see Scannapieco et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2016;
Rosdahl et al. 2017).
In this paper, we present a detailed study of the algorithmic
implementation of SNe feedback and its effects, in the context of
the FIRE-2 simulations. We emphasize that there are two separate
aspects of mechanical feedback that must be explored.
First, the numerical aspects of the algorithmic coupling. Given
some feedback ‘products’ (mass, metals, energy, momentum) from
a star, these must be deposited in the surrounding gas. Any good
1 See the FIRE project website: http://fire.northwestern.edu.
For additional movies and images of FIRE simulations, see:
http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/˜phopkins/Site/animations.
algorithm should respect certain basic considerations: conservation
(of mass, energy, and momentum), statistical isotropy2 (avoiding
imprinting preferred directions that depend on either the numerical
grid axes or the arbitrary gas configuration around the feedback
source), and convergence. We will show that accomplishing these
is non-trivial, and that many algorithms in common use (including
the older algorithm that we used in FIRE-13) do not respect all of
them.
Second, the physics of the coupling must be explored. At any
finite resolution, there is a ‘sub-grid scale’ – the space or mass
between a star particle and the centre of the nearest gas resolu-
tion element, for example. An ideal implementation of the feed-
back coupling should exactly reproduce the converged solution, if
we were to populate that space with infinite resolution – in other
words, our coupling should be equivalent to ‘down-grading’ the
resolution of a high-resolution case, given the same physical as-
sumptions used in the larger-scale simulation. We use a suite of
simulations of isolated SNe (with otherwise identical physics to
our galaxy-scale simulations) to show that a well-posed algorithm
of this nature must account for both thermal and kinetic energy
of the ejecta as they couple in a specific manner. This forms the
basis for the default treatment of SNe in the FIRE simulations
(introduced in Hopkins et al. 2014), and similar to subsequent im-
plementations in simulations by e.g. Kimm & Cen 2014; Rosdahl
et al. 2017). In contrast, we show that coupling only thermal or ki-
netic energy leads to strongly resolution-dependent errors, which in
turn can produce order-of-magnitude too-large or too-small galaxy
masses. To predict reasonable masses, such models must be mod-
ified (a.k.a. ‘re-tuned’) at each resolution level. This is even more
severe in ‘delayed cooling’ or ‘target temperature’ models which
are explicitly intended for low-resolution applications, and are not
designed to converge to the exact solution at high resolution. This
explains many seemingly contradictory conclusions in the litera-
ture regarding the implementation of feedback. In contrast, we will
show that the mechanical feedback models proposed here reproduce
the high-resolution solution in idealized problems at all resolution
levels that we explore, converge much more rapidly in cosmolog-
ical galaxy-formation simulations, and (perhaps most importantly)
represent the solution towards which other less-accurate ‘sub-grid’
SNe treatments (at least those which do not artificially modify the
cooling physics) converge at very high resolution.
Our study here is relevant for simulations of the ISM and galaxy
formation with mass resolution in the range ∼10 − 106 M; we
will show that at resolution higher than this, the numerical details
have weak effects because early SN blastwave evolution is explic-
itly well-resolved. Conversely, at lower resolution than this, treating
2 Throughout the text, we use the term ‘statistical isotropy’ to refer to a
specific, desirable property of the numerical feedback-coupling algorithm.
Namely, that the algorithm does not un-physically systematically bias the
ejecta into certain directions (or otherwise ‘imprint’ preferred directions)
for numerical reasons. Of course, ejecta may be intrinsically anisotropic in
the SN frame, and there can be global anisotropies sourced by e.g. pressure
gradients and galaxy morphology, but these can only be captured properly
if the ejecta-coupling algorithm is statistically isotropic.
3 To be specific (this will be discussed below): the FIRE-1 algorithm used
the ‘non-conservative method’ defined in Section 2.2.4, with a less-accurate
S PH approximation of the solid angle subtended by neighbours (ωb defined
in Section 2.2.3 set ∝ mb/ρb), and only coupled to the nearest neighbours for
each SN instead of using the bi-directional search defined in Section 2.2.2
and needed to ensure statistical isotropy.
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Table 1. FIRE-2 simulations run to z = 0 used for our case studies.
Simulation Mvirhalo Rvir M∗ R1/2 mi, 1000 MINgas r
conv
DM Notes
Name (M) (kpc) (M) (kpc) (1000 M) (pc) (pc)
m10q 8.0e9 52.4 1.8e6 0.63 0.25 0.52 73 Isolated dwarf in an early-forming halo. Forms a dSph with a bursty SFH.
m12i 1.2e12 275 6.5e10 2.9 7.0 0.38 150 ‘Latte’ primary halo from Wetzel et al. (2016). Thin disc with a flat SFH.
Parameters describing the FIRE-2 simulations from Hopkins et al. (2017) that we use for our case studies. Halo and stellar properties listed refer only to the
original ‘target’ halo around which the high-resolution region is centred. All properties listed refer to our highest-resolution simulation using the standard,
default FIRE-2 physics and numerical methods. All units are physical. (1) Simulation Name: Designation used throughout this paper. (2) Mvirhalo: Virial mass
(following Bryan & Norman 1998) of the ‘target’ halo at z = 0. (3) Rvir: Virial radius at z = 0. (4) M∗: Stellar mass of the central galaxy at z = 0. (5) R1/2:
Half-mass radius of the stars in the central M∗ at z = 0. (6) mi, 1000: Mass resolution: the baryonic (gas or star) particle/element mass, in units of 1000 M.
The DM particle mass is always larger a factor ≈5 (the universal ratio). (7) MINgas : Minimum gravitational force softening reached by the gas in the simulation
(gas softenings are adaptive so always exactly match the hydrodynamic resolution or inter-particle spacing); the Plummer-equivalent softening is ≈0.7 gas.
(8) rconvDM : Radius of convergence in the dark matter (DM) properties, in DM-only simulations. This is based on the Power et al. (2003) criterion using the best
estimate from Hopkins et al. (2017) as to where the DM density profile is converged to within < 10 per cent. The DM force softening is much less important
and has no appreciable effects on any results shown here, so is simply fixed to 40 pc for all runs here.
individual SN events becomes meaningless (necessitating a differ-
ent sort of ‘sub-grid’ approach).
In Section 2 we provide a summary of the FIRE-2 simulations
(Section 2.1), a detailed description of the numerical algorithm for
mechanical feedback coupling (Section 2.2), and a detailed moti-
vation and description of the physical breakdown between kinetic
and thermal energy (Section 2.3). We note that Paper I includes
complete details of all aspects of the simulations here, necessary to
fully reproduce our results. In Section 3 we validate the numerical
coupling algorithm (conservation, statistical isotropy, and conver-
gence) and explore the effects of alternative coupling schemes on
full galaxy formation simulations. In Section 4 we validate the
physical breakdown of coupled kinetic/thermal energy, compare
this to simulations of individual SN explosions at extremely high
resolution, and explore how different choices which neglect these
physics alter the predictions of full galaxy formation simulations.
We briefly discuss non-convergent alternative models (e.g. ‘delayed
cooling’ and ‘target temperature’ models) but provide more detailed
tests of these in the Appendices. In Section 5 we summarize our
conclusions. Additional tests are discussed in the Appendices.
2 M E T H O D S A N D P H Y S I C A L M OT I VAT I O N
2.1 Overview and methods other than mechanical feedback
The simulations in this paper were run as part of the Feedback in
Realistic Environments (FIRE) project, using the FIRE-2 version
of the code detailed in Paper I. Our default simulations are exactly
those in Paper I; we will vary the SNe algorithm to explore how this
alters galaxy formation, but all other simulation properties, physics,
and numerical choices are held fixed. For detailed exploration of
how those numerical details alter galaxy formation, we refer to Pa-
per I. The simulations were run using GIZMO4 (Hopkins 2015), in its
meshless finite-mass MFM mode. This is a mesh-free, finite-volume
Lagrangian Godunov method which provides adaptive spatial reso-
lution together with conservation of mass, energy, momentum, and
angular momentum, and the ability to accurately capture shocks and
fluid mixing instabilities (combining advantages of both grid-based
and smoothed-particle hydrodynamics methods). For extensive test
problems, see Hopkins (2015); Hopkins & Raives (2016); Hopkins
(2016, 2017); for tests of the methods specific to these simulations,
see Paper I.
4 A public version of GIZMO is available at http://www.tapir.
caltech.edu/˜phopkins/Site/GIZMO.html.
These simulations are cosmological ‘zoom-in’ runs that follow
the Lagrangian region that surrounds a galaxy at z = 0 (out to
several virial radii) from seed perturbations at z = 100. Gravity is
solved for collisional (gas) and collisionless (stars and dark matter)
species with adaptive gravitational softening so hydrodynamic and
force softening are always matched. Gas cooling is followed self-
consistently from T = 10 − 1010 K including free–free, Compton,
metal-line, molecular, fine-structure, dust collisional, and cosmic
ray processes, photoelectric and photo-ionization heating by both
local sources and a uniform but redshift-dependent meta-galactic
background, and self-shielding. Gas is turned into stars using a
sink-particle prescription (gas which is locally self-gravitating at
the resolution scale following Hopkins, Narayanan & Murray 2013,
self-shielding/molecular following Krumholz & Gnedin 2011,
Jeans unstable, and denser than ncrit > 1000 cm−3 is converted
into star particles on a free-fall time). Star particles are then treated
as single-age stellar populations with all IMF-averaged feedback
properties calculated from STARBURST99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) as-
suming a Kroupa (2001) IMF. We then explicitly treat feedback
from SNe (both Types Ia and II), stellar mass loss (O/B and AGB
winds), and radiation (photo-ionization and photoelectric heating
and UV/optical/IR radiation pressure), with implementations at the
resolution-scale described in Paper I and here.
Paper I provides a complete description of all aspects of the
numerical methods. In this paper, we study the mechanical feedback
algorithm, used for SNe and stellar mass loss. In a companion paper
(henceforth Paper III), we study the radiation feedback algorithm.
For simplicity, we focus our study here on two example galaxies:
m10q is a dwarf galaxy and m12i is a Milky Way (MW)-mass
galaxy. Table 1 lists their properties. Both were studied extensively
in Paper I. The star formation history, stellar mass, and mean stellar-
mass weighted metallicity of each galaxy as a function of cosmic
time, as well as the z = 0 baryonic and dark matter mass profiles and
rotation curves, will be discussed below. We have explicitly verified
that the conclusions drawn here regarding mechanical feedback
from our m10q and m12i simulations are robust across simulations
of several different galaxies/haloes at dwarf and MW mass scales,
respectively.
2.2 Mechanical feedback coupling algorithm
2.2.1 Determining when events occur
Once a star particle forms, the SNe rate is taken from stellar evo-
lution models, assuming the particle represents an IMF-averaged
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Figure 1. Cartoon illustrating the numerical algorithm for coupling mechanical feedback, described in detail in Section 2.2. (1) We determine from stellar
evolution tracks (Paper I, Appendix A) whether a star particle is a source of mechanical feedback (SNe, stellar mass loss, short-range radiation pressure) at a
given time-step. (2) We identify valid interacting neighbours for the star (Section 2.2.2). The search includes not only gas within the nearest neighbour search
radius, Ha, of the star, but also gas for which the star falls within the gas element’s search radius, Hb. This typically corresponds to lower-density gas, and in
this example, the two neighbours (magenta+lime) to the right of the star would not be included if only gas within Ha were used. This would artificially prevent
us from coupling momentum in that direction, violating statistical isotropy. (3) Construct the ‘effective faces’ of the interacting gas elements, as seen by the
star (Section 2.2.3). This example uses a Voronoi tesselation, which is similar to the result from our default MFM method. (4) Integrate the feedback quantities
(mass, metals, energy, momentum), assumed to be isotropically emitted from the star (in its rest frame), over the solid angle subtended by the effective face of
each gas element, to determine the fluxes into each cell. Integrate through to the face to account for the PdV work done between star and face (Section 2.3).
(5) Verify that the fluxes maintain machine-accurate mass/energy/momentum conservation: if not, re-normalize the faces to correct them such that this is
satisfied (Section 2.2.4). (6) Boost to the lab frame, to account for any relative star-gas motion (Section 2.2.5). (7) Finally, couple the fluxes, maintaining exact
conservation, giving the updated mass, metallicity, thermal and kinetic energy, and momentum to the gas element.
population of a given age (since it formed) and abundances (in-
herited from its progenitor gas element). Given the particle masses
and time-steps (t ∼ 100–1000 yr) for young star particles, the
expected number of SNe per particle per time-step is always
1. To determine if an event occurs, we therefore draw from
a binomial distribution at each time-step given the expected rate
〈N〉 = (dN/dM∗ dt) mi t, where (dN/dM∗ dt) is the IMF-averaged
SNe rate per unit mass for a single stellar population of the age
and metallicity of the star particle and mi is the star particle mass.
For continuous mass-loss processes such as O/B or AGB winds,
an ‘event’ occurs every time-step, with mass loss M∗ = t ˙M∗
and the associated kinetic luminosity. See Paper I for details and
tabulations of the relevant rates.
Consider a time ta (time-step t), during which a mechanical
feedback ‘event’ occurs sourced at some location xa (e.g. the loca-
tion of a star particle ‘a’in which an SN explodes). Our focus in this
paper is how to treat this event. Fig. 1 provides an illustration of our
algorithm. We first define a set of conserved quantities: mass mej,
metals mZ, ej, momentum pej = mej vej, and energy Eej, which must
be ‘injected’ into the neighbouring gas via some numerical fluxes.
2.2.2 Finding neighbours to couple
We define an effective neighbour number N∗ the same
as for the hydrodynamics, N∗ = (4π/3) H 3a n¯a(Ha), where,
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n¯a =
∑
W (xba ≡ xb − xa, Ha), W is the kernel function, and Ha
is the search radius around the star (set by N∗, which is the ‘fixed’
parameter).5 Thus we obtain all gas elements b within a radius
|xba| < Ha.
However, severe pathologies can occur if feedback is coupled
only to the nearest neighbouring gas to the star. For example, in
an infinitely thin, dense disc of gas surrounding the star particle,
with a tenuous atmosphere in the vertical direction above/below the
disc, the closest N∗ elements to xa likely will be in the disc – so
searching only within Ha will fail to ‘see’ the vertical directions,
thus coupling all feedback within the disc, despite the fact that the
disc subtends a vanishingly small portion of the sky as seen from
the star. Our solution to this is to use the same approach used in the
hydrodynamic solver (in all mesh-free methods; Smoothed-Particle
Hydrodynamics (SPH) and MFM/MFV): we include both elements
with |xba| < Ha and |xba| < Hb. That is, we additionally include
any gas elements whose kernel encompasses the star. In the disc
example, the closest ‘atmosphere elements’ above/below the disc
necessarily have their own kernel radii, Hb, that overlap the disc, so
this guarantees ‘covering’ by elements in the vertical direction. This
is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The importance of including these ele-
ments is validated in our tests below, where we show that failure to
include these neighbours artificially biases the feedback deposition.
We impose a maximum cut-off radius, rmax, on the search, to
prevent pathological situations for which there is no nearby gas
so feedback would be deposited at unphysically large distances.
Specifically, we impose rmax = 2 kpc. This corresponds to where
the ram pressure of free-expanding ejecta falls below the thermal
pressure in even low-density circum-galactic conditions (T ∼ 104 K
at n  0.001 cm−3). However, our results are not sensitive to this
choice, because it affects a vanishingly small number of events.
2.2.3 Weighting the deposition: the correct “effective area”
Having identified interacting neighbours, b, we must deposit the in-
jected quantities according to some weighting scheme. Each neigh-
bour resolution element gets a weight ω˜b that determines the frac-
tion of the injected quantity it receives. Of course, this must be
normalized to properly conserve quantities, so we first calculate an
un-corrected weight, ωb, and then assign
ω˜b ≡ ωb∑
c ωc
(1)
so that
∑
b ω˜b = 1, exactly.
Naively, a simple weight scheme might use ωb = 1, or
ωb = W(xba, Ha). However, for quasi-Lagrangian schemes for
which the different gas elements have approximately equal masses
(mb ∼ constant), this is effectively mass-weighting the feedback de-
position, which is not physical. In the example of the infinitely thin
disc, because most of the neighbour elements lie within the disc,
the disc-centred elements would again receive most of the feedback,
despite the fact that they cover a vanishingly small portion of the
sky from the source.
If the feedback is emitted statistically isotropically from the
source xa, the correct solution is to integrate the injection into
5 In this paper we will use a cubic spline for W, but other choices have weak
effects on our conclusions (because W will be re-normalized anyways in
the assignment of ‘weights’ for feedback). We adopt N∗ = 64 for reasons
discussed below. The equation for N∗(Ha) is non-linear, so it is solved
iteratively in the neighbour search; see Springel & Hernquist (2002).
each solid angle and determine the total solid angle b subtended
by a given gas resolution element, i.e. adopt ωb = b/4π . This
is shown in Fig. 1. Given a source at xa and neighbours at xb, we
can construct a set of faces that enclose xa with some convex hull.
Each face has a vector oriented area Ab; if the face is symmetric it
subtends a solid angle on the sky as seen by xa of
ωb ≡ 12
(
1 − 1√
1+(Ab ·xˆba )/(π |xba |2)
)
≈ b4π (2)
(This simply interpolates between ∼Ab/4π r2b for r2b = |xba |2 
Ab ≡ |Ab · xˆba |, and 1/2 for r2b  Ab.)6
No unique convex hull exists. One solution, for example, would
be to construct a Voronoi tesselation around xa, with both the star
particle xa and the locations of all neighbours xb as mesh-generating
points. However, we already have an internally consistent value
of Ab, namely, the definition Ahydrob of the ‘effective faces’ used
in the hydrodynamic equations (the faces that appear in the dis-
cretized Euler equations: e.g. dUa/dt = −
∑
b Fab(U) · Ab, where
U is a conserved quantity and F is its flux). For a Voronoi moving-
mesh code (e.g. AREPO), this is the Voronoi tesselation. For SPH
as implemented in GIZMO, this is Ahydrob = [n¯−2a ∂W (rb, Ha)/∂rb +
n¯−2b ∂W (rb, Hb)/∂rb] xˆba . For MFM/MFV the expression is more
complicated but is given in Eq. 18 in Hopkins (2015).7 We there-
fore adopt Ab = Ahydrob – the ‘effective face area’ that the neighbour
gas elements would share with xa in the hydrodynamic equations
if the source (star particle) were a gas element. Fig. 2 demonstrates
that this is sufficient to ensure the coupling into each solid angle is
statistically isotropic in the frame of the SN.
While we find that weighting by solid angle is important, at
the level of accuracy here, the exact values of Ahydrob given by SPH,
MFM, or Voronoi formalisms differ negligibly, and we can use them
interchangeably with no detectable effects on our results. This is not
surprising: Hopkins (2015) showed that the Voronoi tesselation is
simply the limit for a sharply peaked kernel of the MFM faces.
2.2.4 Dealing with vector fluxes (momentum deposition)
If we were only considering sources of scalar conserved quantities
(e.g. mass mej or metals mZ, ej), we would be done. We simply
define a numerical flux mb = ω˜b mej into each neighbour element
(subtracting the same from our ‘source’ star particle), and we are
6 Equation (2) is exact for a face Ab, which is rotationally symmetric about
the axis xˆba ; for asymmetric Ab, evaluating b exactly requires an expen-
sive numerical quadrature. If this is done exactly, equation (1) is unnecessary:∑
bωb = 1 is guaranteed. We have experimented with an exact numerical
quadrature, but it is extremely expensive and has no measurable effect on our
results compared to simply using equations (1) and (2) for all Ab (equation
(2) is usually accurate to < 1 per cent, and the most severe discrepancies do
not exceed ∼10 per cent, and these are normalized out by equation (1)).
7 In MFM/MFV, the effective face Ab is given by
Ab ≡ n¯−1a q¯b(xa) + n¯−1b q¯a(xb) (3)
q¯b(xa) ≡ E−1a · xba W (xba, Ha) (4)
Ea ≡
∑
c
(xca ⊗ xca) W (xca, Ha) (5)
where ‘·’ and ‘⊗’ denote the inner and outer products, respectively.
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Figure 2. Numerical tests of the mechanical feedback coupling algorithm in
Section 4. Top: Statistical Isotropy Test: We detonate a single SN in the centre
of a thin disc, generated by randomly sampling a vertical Gaussian profile
with gas particles, and we measure the resulting momentum/mass/metal
flux deposited to neighbour gas elements as a function of polar angle θ
(cos θ =±1 is midplane, cos θ = 0 polar). We repeat 100 times and show the
median (lines) and 95 per cent interval (shaded). The result should be statis-
tically isotropic (‘Exact Solution’). Our ‘Default FIRE-2 Coupling’ method
(Fig. 1) recovers this with noise owing to the finite number of particles cou-
pled. The ‘Naive Kernel Coupling’ model only includes neighbours within
the search radius H∗ of the SN (not those where H∗ < |x∗ − xgas| < Hgas;
Section 2.2.2) and weights deposition by a simple kernel function (effec-
tively mass-weighting) instead of the solid angle subtended by the element
(Section 2.2.3). This naive coupling biases ejecta to couple into the mid-
plane and suppresses coupling in the polar direction. Bottom: Momentum
Conservation Test: We detonate SNe at random locations in the same system
and measure the total fractional error in the linear momentum of the box
(error L1(t) ≡ |
∑
ama va(t)|/
∑
pcoupled, where pcoupled = N(t) pej is the total
magnitude of the momentum injected by all events). This is the net devia-
tion from exact momentum conservation, relative to the total coupled. Our
‘Default FIRE-2 Coupling’ uses a tensor re-normalization scheme to keep
these errors at machine accuracy (see Section 2.2.4). The ‘Non-Conservative
Coupling’ scheme removes this re-normalization (but is otherwise identi-
cal); fractional conservation errors for a single event can then be order-unity!
The fractional error declines with SNe number as ∼N−1/2SNe because of can-
cellations; increasing the coupled neighbour number N∗ reduces the errors
but inefficiently.
guaranteed both machine-accurate conservation (∑b mb = mej)
and the correct spatial distribution of ejecta.
However, the situation is more complex for a vec-
tor flux, specifically here, momentum deposition. If the
ejecta have some uniform radial velocity, vej = vej rˆ , away
from the source, xa, then one might naively define
the corresponding momentum flux pb = ω˜b mej vej xˆba =
pej ω˜b xˆba . However, then
∑
b pb = pej
∑
b ω˜b xˆba . But this
is not guaranteed to vanish: the deposition can vio-
late linear momentum conservation, if ψa ≡
∑
b ω˜b xˆba = 0.
The correct ψa = 0 is only guaranteed if (1) the coupled momen-
tum pb is the exact solution of the integ ral of pej (4π |r|2)−1rˆ ·
dAb(θ, φ) (where r is the vector from xa to a location x on the
surface Ab), and (2) the faces of the convex hull close exactly
(∑b Ab = 0). Even in a Cartesian grid (which trivially satisfies (2)),
condition (1) can only be easily evaluated if we assume (incorrectly)
that the feedback event occurs exactly at the centre or corner of a
cell; in Voronoi meshes and mesh-free methods (1) is only possible
to satisfy with an expensive numerical quadrature, and (2) is only
satisfied up to some integration accuracy.
In practice, pb = pej ω˜b xˆba is a good approximation to the
integral in condition (1), and is again exact for faces symmetric
about xˆba , and (2) is satisfied up to second-order integration errors
in our MFM/MFV methods, so the dimensionless |ψa |  1 is small.
However, we wish to ensure machine-accurate conservation, so we
must impose a tensor re-normalization condition, not simply the
scalar re-normalization in equation (1): we therefore define the six-
dimensional vector weights xˆ±ba :
xˆba ≡ xba|xba | =
∑
+,−
xˆ±ba (6)
(xˆ+ba)α ≡ |xba |−1 MAX(xαba, 0)
∣∣∣∣
α=x, y, z
(7)
(xˆ−ba)α ≡ |xba |−1 MIN(xαba, 0)
∣∣∣∣
α=x, y, z
(8)
i.e. the unit vector component in the plus (or minus) x, y, z directions
(α refers to these components), for each neighbour. We can then
define a vector weight w˜b:
w¯b ≡ wb∑
c |wc|
(9)
wb ≡ ωb
∑
+,−
∑
α
(xˆ±ba)α
(
f α±
)
a
(10)
(
f α±
)
a
≡
{
1
2
[
1 +
(∑
c ωc |xˆ∓ca |α∑
c ωc |xˆ±ca |α
)2]}1/2
(11)
This is evaluated in two passes over the neighbour list.8
It is straightforward to verify (and we show explicitly in tests
below) that the approach above guarantees momentum conservation
to machine accuracy. Ignoring these correction terms can (if the
8 The function (f±) in equation (11) is derived by requir-
ing 0 = ∑pb. Component-wise, this becomes 0 = ∑(pb)α =
pej/(
∑
c |wc|)
[(
f α+
∑
b ωb (xˆ+ba)α + f α−
∑
b ωb (xˆ−ba)α
)]
. Since pej and∑
c |wc| are positive-definite, the term in brackets must vanish (f α+ ψα+ =
f α− ψ
α
−, if we define ψα± ≡
∑
b ωb |xˆ±ba |α). But we also wish to mini-
mize the effect of the correction factor f± on the total momentum cou-
pled (ensuring f± ≈ 1), so we minimize the least-squares penalty function
2ψ = ‖[(f α+ψα+)2 + (f α−ψα−)2] − [(ψα+)2 + (ψα−)2]‖. The f± in equation
(11) is the unique function which simultaneously guarantees 0 = ∑pb
(i.e. f α+ ψα+ = f α− ψα−) and 2ψ = 0. It is easy to see that f± → 1, as it
should, if ψ+ = ψ−, i.e. when
∑
pb = 0 without the need for an addi-
tional correction.
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neighbours are ‘badly ordered,’ e.g. all lie the same direction), lead
to order-unity errors in momentum conservation, and the fractional
error |∑b pb|/pej = |ψa | depends only on the spatial distribution
of neighbours in the kernel, not on the resolution.
Physically, we should think of the vector weights w¯ as accounting
for asymmetries about the vector xˆab in the faces Ab. If the faces
were all exactly symmetric (e.g. the neighbour elements were per-
fectly isotropically distributed), then the net momentum integrated
into each face would indeed point exactly along xˆab. But, typically,
they are not, so we must account for this in order to properly retain
momentum conservation.
2.2.5 Assigning fluxes and including gas-star motion
Finally, we can assign fluxes:
mb = |w¯b|mej (12)
mZ,b = |w¯b|mZ, ej (13)
Eb = |w¯b|Eej (14)
pb = w¯b pej (15)
which the definitions above guarantee will exactly satisfy:∑
mb = mej (16)∑
mZ,b = mZ, ej (17)∑
Eb = Eej (18)∑
|pb| = pej (19)∑
pb = 0 (20)
Our definitions also ensure that the fraction of ejecta entering a
gas element is as close as possible (as much as allowed by the
strict conservation conditions above) to the fraction of solid angle
subtended by the element, as would be calculated self-consistently
by the hydrodynamic method in the code, i.e.
|w¯b| ≈ 
hydro
b
4π
(21)
Moreover, in the limit where equation (2) is exact (the faces Ab
are symmetric about xˆba), and they close exactly (
∑
bAb = 0; i.e.
good element order), then (f±) = 1 and
∑
c |wc| = 1, i.e. w¯b →
ωb xˆba and our naive estimate is both exact and conservative, and
no normalization of the weights is necessary. In practice, as noted
above, we find that the deviations (in the sum) from this perfectly
ordered case are usually small (percents-level), but there are always
pathological element configurations where they can be large, and
maintaining good conservation requires the corrected terms above.
Implicitly, we have been working in the frame moving with the
feedback ‘source’ (xa = 0, va ≡ dxa/dt = 0), in which the source
is statistically isotropic. However, in coupling the fluxes to sur-
rounding gas elements, we also must account for the frame motion.
Boosting back to the lab/simulation frame, the total ejecta velocity
entering an element is of course m−1b pb + va . This change of
frame has no effect on the mass fluxes, but it does modify the mo-
mentum and energy fluxes: to be properly conservative, we must
take:
m′b ≡ mb, m′Z, b ≡ mZ,b (22)
p′b ≡ pb + mb va (23)
E′b ≡ Eb +
1
2 mb
(|p′b|2 − |pb|2) (24)
where the prime (e.g. ‘m′b’) notation denotes the lab frame.
Note that the extra momentum added to the neighbours
(∑b mb va = mej va) is exactly the momentum lost by the feedback
source a, by virtue of its losing mej in mass.9
These fluxes are simply added to each neighbour in a fully con-
servative manner:
mnewb = mb + m′b (25)
(Z mb)new = Znew mnewb = (Z mb) + m′Z, b (26)
pnewb = mnewb vnewb = pb + p′b (27)
Enewb = Enewkinetic + U newinternal = Eb + E′b (28)
So the updated vector velocity v of the element follows from its
updated momentum and mass (and its metallicity follows from its
updated metal mass and total mass); the energy E here is a total
energy, so the updated internal energy U of the element follows from
its updated total energy (E), kinetic energy (from v), and mass (this
is the usual procedure in finite-volume updates with conservative
hydrodynamic schemes).
The terms accounting for the relative gas-star motion are neces-
sary to ensure exact conservation. For SNe, they have essentially
no effect. However, for slow stellar winds (e.g. AGB winds with
vwind ∼ 10 km s−1), the relative star-gas velocity can be much larger
than the wind velocity (|vb − va|  vwind), which means the shock
energy and post-shock temperature of the winds colliding with the
ISM is much higher than would be calculated ignoring these terms,
which may significantly change their role as a feedback agent (Con-
roy, van Dokkum & Kravtsov 2015).
2.3 Sub-grid physics: unresolved Sedov–Taylor phases
A potential concern if naively applying the above prescription for
SNe is that low-resolution simulations are unable to resolve the
Sedov–Taylor (S–T) phase, during which the expanding shocked
bubble is energy-conserving (the cooling time is long compared
to the expansion time) and does P dV work on the gas, converting
energy into momentum, until it reaches some terminal radius where
the residual thermal energy has been lost and the blastwave be-
comes a cold, momentum-conserving shell. This would, if properly
resolved, modify the input momentum (pb) and energy (Eb) felt
by the gas element b.
2.3.1 Motivation: individual SN remnant evolution
Idealized, high-resolution simulations (with element mass mi 
M) have shown that there is a robust radial terminal momentum,
pt, of the swept-up gas in the momentum-conserving phase, from a
single explosion, given by
pt
M km s−1
≈ 4.8 × 105
(
Eej
1051 erg
) 13
14 ( n
cm−3
)− 17
f (Z) 32 (29)
9 The de-boosted energy equation, equation (24), assumes that the gas sur-
rounding the star has initial gas-star relative velocities small compared to
the ejecta velocity. A more general expression is presented in Appendix E.
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f (Z) ≈
{
2 (Z/Z < 0.01)
(Z/Z)−0.14 (0.01 ≤ Z/Z)
(30)
where n and Z are the gas number density and metallicity, respec-
tively, surrounding the explosion. The expression above is from
Cioffi, McKee & Bertschinger (1988) (where we restrict f(Z) to the
minimum metallicity they consider), but similar expressions have
been found in a wide range of other studies (for discussion, see
Draine & Woods 1991; Slavin & Cox 1992; Thornton et al. 1998;
Iffrig & Hennebelle 2015; Kim & Ostriker 2015; Li et al. 2015;
Martizzi, Faucher-Gigue`re & Quataert 2015; Walch & Naab 2015;
Haid et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2016; Gentry et al. 2017), with variations
up to a factor of ∼2, which we explore below.10
We validate this expression in simulations below. But
physically, this follows from simple cooling physics: tak-
ing E0 ∼ E51 1051 erg and converting an order-unity frac-
tion to thermal energy within a swept-up mass M gives a
temperature T ∼ 106 K (M/3000 E51 M)−1, so when M 
Mcool ∼ 3000 E51 M, T drops to <106 K and the gas moves into
the peak of the cooling curve where radiative losses are efficient
(Rees & Ostriker 1977). While energy-conserving, the shell mo-
mentum scales asp ∼ M v ∼ √2 M E0, so the terminal momentum
is pt ∼
√
2 Mcool E0 ∼ 5 × 105 E51 M km s−1.
One important caveat: these scalings (and our implementations
below) are developed for single ‘events’ (e.g. explosions), as op-
posed to continuous events (e.g. approximately constant rates of
stellar mass-loss over long time periods). ‘Continuous’ feedback
can, in principle, produce different scalings (see e.g. the discussion
in Weaver et al. 1977; McKee, van Buren & Lazareff 1984; Freyer,
Hensler & Yorke 2006; Faucher-Giguere & Quataert 2012; Gentry
et al. 2017). It is still the case that winds must either expand in some
energy-conserving fashion (doing P dV work) or cool, and so a scal-
ing qualitatively like those here must still apply – however, details of
when cooling occurs (which set the exact ‘terminal momentum’), in
continuous cases, are much less robust to the environment, density
profile, ability of the surrounding medium to confine the wind, and
temperature range of the reverse shock (see references above and
e.g. Harper-Clark & Murray 2009; Rosen et al. 2014). Moreover,
there is growing evidence that stellar mass loss is highly ‘bursty’
or ‘clumpy’ with most of the kinetic luminosity associated with
smaller time-or-spatial scale ejection events and/or clumps (Fong,
Meixner & Shah 2003; Young et al. 2003; Repolust, Puls & Herrero
2004; Ziurys et al. 2007; Agu´ndez, Cernicharo & Gue´lin 2010; Cox
et al. 2012). In those cases, treating each ‘event’ with the scalings
above is appropriate. Because the kinetic luminosity in stellar mass-
loss is an order-of-magnitude lower than that associated with SNe,
even relatively large changes in our treatment of stellar mass-loss
(e.g. assuming the ejecta are entirely radiative, so the terminal mo-
mentum is the initial momentum) have little effect on galaxy scales
(if SNe are also present). We therefore, for simplicity, apply the
same scalings to all mechanical feedback. But this certainly merits
more detailed study in future work.
2.3.2 Numerical treatment
To account for potentially unresolved energy-conserving phases,
we first calculate the momentum that would be coupled to the
10 We adopt the specific expression from Cioffi et al. (1988), as opposed
to that from more recent work, for consistency with the previous FIRE-1
simulations.
gas element, assuming the blastwave were energy conserving
throughout that single element, which is simply p′b → p′b(1 +
mb/mb)1/2. We then compare this to the terminal momentum pt
(assume each neighbour b sees the appropriate ‘share’ of the ter-
minal momentum according to its share of the ejecta mass), and
assign the actual coupled momentum to be the smaller of the two.11
In other words:
pnewb ≡ MIN
[
penergy−conservingb , pterminalb
] (31)
= pb MIN
[√
1 + mb
mb
,
pt
pej
]
(32)
(where recall pej =
√
2 mej Eej). Because the coupled E is the
total energy and is not changed, this remains manifestly energy-
conserving (the energy that implicitly goes into the PdV work in-
creasing p is automatically moved from thermal to kinetic energy).
This is done in the rest frame (before boosting back to the lab frame).
Consider the two limits: (1) when pt/pej < (1 + mb/mb)1/2,
the physical statement is that the cooling radius is un-resolved.
Because pb = pej w¯b, multiplying by pt/pej simply replaces the
‘at explosion’ initial pej with the terminal pt – in other words, exactly
the momentum that the element b should see, if we had properly
resolved the S–T phase between xa and xb. On the other hand: (2)
when pt/pej > (1 + mb/mb)1/2, the cooling radius is resolved; so
we simply assume the blastwave is energy-conserving at the location
of coupling. Because, by definition, the coupled momentum will be
less then pt, the actual momentum coupling is, in this limit, largely
irrelevant – we essentially couple thermal energy and rely on the
hydrodynamic code to actually solve for the correct PdV work as
the blastwave expands.12
Strictly speaking, the expressions in equation (31)–(32) are ex-
pected if the relative gas-star velocities (vb − va) surrounding the
explosion are either (a) small or (b) uniform. In Appendix E we
present the more exact scalings, as well as the appropriate boost/de-
boost corrections for momentum and energy, accounting for arbi-
trary gas-star motions.
In Section 4, we show Figs 5 and 6 that this algorithm reproduces
the exact result of much higher-resolution, converged simulations of
SN blastwaves even when the coupling is applied in lower-resolution
simulations – just as intended.
To be fully consistent, we also need to account for the loss
of thermal energy (via radiation) in limit (1), when the cooling
radius is un-resolved. The effective cooling radius Rcool is ex-
actly determined by the expression for pt, because at the end
of the energy-conserving phase (Rshock = Rcool), (1/2) (mej +
mswept[Rcool]) v2f = (1/2) mej v2ej and pt = mswept[Rcool] vf, giving
Rcool ≈ 28.4 pc (n/cm−3)−3/7 (Eej/1051 erg)2/7 f(Z) for pt in equa-
tion (29). Following Thornton et al. (1998), the post-shock thermal
energy outside Rcool decays ∝ (r/Rcool)−6.5, so we first calculate
11 Kimm & Cen (2014) introduce a smooth interpolation function rather than
a simple threshold in equation (31); we have experimented with variations
of this and find no detectable effects.
12 Note that we do not need to make any distinction between the free-
expansion radius, post-shock (reverse shock) radius, etc., in our formalism,
because the fully conservative coupling – which exactly solves the elastic
two-body gas collision between ejecta and gas resolution element – auto-
matically assigns the correct values in either limit. For example, if mb 
mej, our coupling will automatically determine that element b should simply
be ‘swept up’ with velocity vb ≈ vej (free-expansion); if mb  mej, the gas
is automatically assigned the appropriate post-shock temperature.
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the post-shock thermal energy of element b that would be added
by the ejecta, Ub = Eej − KE (where KE is the change in
kinetic energy, i.e. based on the coupled energy and momentum) in
our usual fully conservative manner, then if rb ≡ |xba| > Rcool we
reduce this accordingly: Ub → Ub (|xba|/Rcool)−6.5. In practice,
because by definition this correction to Ub only appears outside
the cooling radius (where the post-shock cooling time is short com-
pared to the expansion time), we find that the inclusion/exclusion
of this correction term has no detectable effects on our simulations
(see Section 4.2); if we do not include it, the thermal energy is
simply radiated away in the next time-step, as it should be. Still, we
include the term for consistency.
We can (and do, for the sake of consistency) apply the full treat-
ment described above to continuous stellar mass loss as well as SNe,
using the differential Eej (and enforcing pt ≥ pej), but the ‘multi-
plier’ is small because the winds are injected continuously so the
Eej in a single time-step is small.
Finally, the calculations of pt and equations (31)–(32) are done
independently for each neighbour b. In effect, we are considering
each solid angle face b to be an independent ‘cone’ with its own
density and metallicity, in which an independent energy-conserving
solution is considered. Haid et al. (2016) have performed a de-
tailed simulation study of SNe in inhomogeneous environments and
showed explicitly that almost all of the (already weak) effect of dif-
ferent inhomogeneous initial conditions (in e.g. turbulent, clumpy,
multiphase media) in their study and others is properly captured
by considering each element surrounding the SN as an indepen-
dent cone, which is assigned its own density-dependent solution
according to the single homogeneous scaling above. In fact, once
the density and metallicity dependence are accounted for as we do,
residual systematic uncertainties in equation (29) are remarkably
small (∼10–50 per cent) – much smaller than uncertainties in the
SNe rate itself!
2.3.3 Implied resolution requirements
Equation (32) demonstrates that with sufficiently small element
mass (mb below some critical mcrit), the cooling radius is resolved –
i.e. we are in limit (2) above: (1 + mb/mb)1/2 < pt/pej. This cor-
responds to mb  mcrit = 2500 M |w¯|E6/751 (n/cm−3)−2/7 f (Z)3.
Because the kernel function is strongly peaked, most of ejecta en-
ergy/momentum/mass is deposited in the nearest few elements, so
|w¯| ∼ 1/few; so mcrit ∼ 500 M (n/cm−3)−2/7. This is a mass res-
olution criterion: as noted above, the cooling radius depends on
density, Rcool ∼ n−1/3, such that an almost invariant mass Mcool ≡
mswept(Rcool) ∼ (a few) mcrit is enclosed inside Rcool.
Similar results are found in Hu et al. (2016) (their Ap-
pendix B): they show, for example, that with ∼100 M reso-
lution, the blastwave momentum is almost perfectly recovered
(within < 10 per cent of simulations with element/particle masses
∼0.01 M). Even higher-order effects such as the blastwave mass-
loading, velocity structure, shell position, etc., are recovered al-
most perfectly once the shell has propagated into the momentum-
conserving phase.
In our cosmological simulations of isolated dwarf galaxies, we
begin to satisfy mb < mcrit. However, in MW-mass simulations,
this remains unattainable for now. Therefore, ignoring the cor-
rection for an unresolved S–T phase in massive galaxies can
significantly under-estimate the effects of feedback. We consider
explicit resolution tests below which validate these approximate
scalings.
3 N U M E R I C A L T E S T S : T H E C O U P L I N G
A L G O R I T H M
We now consider detailed numerical tests of the SNe coupling
scheme. Specifically, we first consider tests of the pure algorithm
used to deposit feedback from Sections 2.2.2–2.2.5, independent of
the feedback physics (energy, momentum, rates, etc.).
3.1 Validation: ensuring correct coupling isotropy, weights,
and exact conservation
Fig. 2 considers two simple validation tests (for conservation and
statistical isotropy) of our algorithm in a pure hydrodynamic test
problem. We initialize a periodic box of arbitrarily large size centred
on x = 0, filled with particles of equal mass, m, meant to represent a
patch of a vertically stratified disc. There is no gravity and the gas is
forced to obey an exactly isothermal equation of state with vanish-
ingly small pressure. The particles are laid down randomly with a
uniform probability distribution in the x and y dimensions and prob-
ability dp along the z dimension such that dp ∝ m−1〈ρ(z) 〉 dx dy dz,
where 〈ρ(z)〉 = exp ( − z2/2h2). Initial velocities are zero. We define
m and code units such that h is equal to the mean inter-particle sepa-
ration in the midplane. The desired density distribution is therefore
obeyed on average but with a noisy particle distribution, as in a real
simulation.
The top panel of Fig. 2 shows the results after a single SN deto-
nated at the centre of the box, using the standard FIRE-2 coupling
scheme to deposit its ejecta. Because of the enforced equation-of-
state, the coupled thermal energy is instantly dissipated – all that is
retained is momentum, mass, and metals. We measure the amount
deposited in each direction – each unit solid angle ‘as seen by’ the
SN. By construction, our algorithm is supposed to couple the ejecta
statistically isotropically. But because the ejecta must be deposited
discretely in a finite number of neighbours, in any single explosion
the deposition is noisy: it occurs only along the directions where
there are neighbours. We therefore re-generate the box and repeat
100 times, and plot the resulting mean distribution and scatter. We
confirm that our default algorithm correctly deposits ejecta statis-
tically isotropically, on average. However, if we instead consider
a simpler algorithm where the search for neighbours to couple the
SN (Section 2.2.2) is done only using particles within a nearest-
neighbour radius Ha of the SN (excluding particles outside Ha but
for which the SN is inside their nearest-neighbour radius Hb), or if
we weight the deposition ‘per neighbour’ by a simple kernel weight
(Section 2.2.3), in this case the cubic spline kernel (ωb = W(xba,
Ha)); then we obtain a biased ejecta distribution. The bias is as
expected: most of the ejecta go into the disc midplane direction,
because on average there are more particles in this direction, and
they are closer, as opposed to in the vertical direction, where the
density decreases. In a real simulation, this is a serious concern:
momentum and energy would be preferentially coupled in the plane
of the galaxy disc, rather than ‘venting’ in the vertical direction as
they should, simply because more particles are in the disc!
In the bottom panel of Fig. 2, we repeat our set-up, but now we
repeatedly detonate SNe throughout the box at fixed time intervals,
each in a random position. After each SN we measure the total
momentum of all gas elements, |p| ≡ |∑ma va|, and define the
dimensionless, fractional linear momentum error as the ratio of this
to the total ejecta momentum that has been injected, L1 = |p|/∑pej.
Linear momentum conservation demands p = 0. In our standard
FIRE-2 algorithm, we confirm momentum is conserved to machine
accuracy. However, re-running without the tensor renormalization
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in Section 2.2.4, we see quite large errors, with L1 ∼ 0.1 − 1 for
a single SN, decreasing slowly with the number of SNe in the box
only because the errors add incoherently (so L1 gradually decreases
∝ N−1/2SNe as a Poisson process). We can decrease L1 in the non-
conservative algorithm by increasing the number of gas neighbours
used for the SN deposition, but this is inefficient and reduces the
spatial resolution.
3.2 Tests in fire simulations: effects of algorithmic SNE
coupling
In Figs 3 and 4,13 we examine how the algorithmic choices discussed
above alter the formation history of galaxies in cosmological simu-
lations. We compare:
(i) Default: Our default FIRE-2 coupling. This manifestly con-
serves mass, energy, and momentum; correctly deposits the ejecta
in an unbiased (statistically isotropic) manner; and accounts for the
Lagrangian distribution of particles in all directions.
(ii) Non-conservative: Coupling that neglects the tensor correc-
tion from Section 2.2.4, which Fig. 2 showed was necessary to
maintain exact momentum conservation. We stress that the scalar
mass and energy from SNe are still manifestly conserved here; only
vector momentum is imperfectly added.
(iii) FIRE-1 coupling: Our older scheme from FIRE-1, which
used the non-conservative formulation, conducted the SNe neigh-
bour search only ‘one-directionally’ (ignoring neighbours with at
distances >Ha), as defined in Section 2.2.2, and scaled the deposi-
tion ‘weights’ωb defined in Section 2.2.3 with volume (ωb ∝ mb/ρb;
the ‘SPH-like’ weighting; see Price 2012), as opposed to solid an-
gle. Fig. 2 shows this leads to unphysically anisotropic momentum
deposition.
Fig. 3 (left side) shows that the detailed choice of coupling al-
gorithm has essentially no effect in dwarf galaxies, because of
their stochastic, bursty star formation and outflows and irregu-
lar/spheroidal morphologies. That is, a ‘galaxy wide explosion’
remains such regardless of exactly how individual SN are deposited.
Indeed, we find that this independence from the coupling algorithm
persists at any resolution that we test. We do not show visual mor-
phologies of dwarf galaxies in Fig. 4, because they are essentially
the same in all cases (see also Paper I). For MW-mass haloes, we
find only a weak dependence of galaxy properties in Fig. 3 on
the SNe algorithm (see Appendix A for demonstration of this at
various resolution levels). The non-conservative implementations
generally show a lower central stellar density at <1 kpc, owing to
burstier intermediate-redshift star formation, because the momen-
tum conservation errors allow more ‘kicking out’ of material in
dense regions, as discussed further below.
At low and intermediate resolutions, the MW-mass simulations
all exhibit ‘normal’ discy visual morphologies, without strong de-
pendence on the SNe algorithm. However, at high resolution the
‘non-conservative’ run essentially destroys its disc! This is in strik-
ing contrast to the ‘default’ run, where the disc continues to become
thinner and more extended at higher resolution (a trend seen in sev-
eral MW-mass haloes studied in Paper I). Note that the formation
13 Mock images in Fig. 4 are computed as ugr composites, ray-tracing
from each star after using its age and metallicity to determine the intrin-
sic spectrum from Leitherer et al. (1999) and accounting for line-of-sight
dust extinction with an MW-like extinction curve and dust-to-metals ratio
following Hopkins et al. (2005).
Figure 3. Comparison of different algorithms for coupling the same me-
chanical feedback to gas, in zoom-in cosmological simulations. Top: Star
formation history (averaged in 100 Myr intervals) of the primary z = 0
galaxy. Second: Total stellar mass in box (dominated by primary galaxy)
versus scale factor a = 1/(1 + z). Middle: Stellar mass-weighted average
metallicity versus scale factor. Third: Baryonic (thick) and total (thin) mass
density profiles (averaged in spherical shells) as a function of radius around
the primary galaxy at z = 0. Bottom: Rotation curves (circular velocity
Vc versus radius) in the primary galaxy. In each panel we compare three
models: (1) Default: Our most accurate, fully conservative algorithm (Sec-
tion 2.2). Ejecta are deposited in neighbouring gas elements weighted by
the solid angle subtended ‘as seen by’ the SN, guaranteeing mass, energy,
momentum conservation, and statistical isotropy. (2) Non-conservative cou-
pling: ‘Naive’ coupling with momentum deposited along the vector connect-
ing the centre-of-mass from star to neighbour gas element, without tensor
renormalization (Section 2.2.4). While simple, this algorithm can violate
linear momentum conservation (imparting net momentum to the gas). (3)
FIRE-1 coupling: SNe algorithm from FIRE-1: it used the non-conservative
method (Section 2.2.4), a less-accurate SPH approximation of the solid an-
gle (essentially a volume-weighting, ωb ∝ mb/ρb; Section 2.2.3), and only
used the nearest neighbours for each SN instead of the bi-directional search
needed to ensure statistical isotropy (Section 2.2.2). Despite these algorith-
mic differences, results at this resolution for dwarfs and massive galaxies
are similar.
history and mass profile are not dramatically different in the two
runs, so what has ‘gone wrong’ in the non-conservative case? The
problem is, as noted in Section 2.2.4, the momentum conservation
error in the non-conservative algorithm is zeroth-order – it depends
only on the spatial distribution of and number of neighbour gas ele-
ments within the kernel, not on the absolute mass/spatial scale of that
kernel. Because we keep the number of neighbours seen by the SN
fixed with changing mass resolution, this means that the fractional
errors (i.e. the net linear momentum error deposited per SN) does not
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Figure 4. Mock images in HST bands of our m12i run at z = 0 as a function of mass resolution but for the ‘default’ (left) and ‘non-conservative’ (right) SNe
coupling algorithm from Fig. 3. In the non-conservative algorithm, the error in momentum is independent of resolution, so the (worst-case) error in velocity
scales as |verr| ∼ 100 km s−1 (7000/mi, 1000). At low resolution (mi, 1000 = 56 shown, or mi, 1000 = 450 in Fig. 3) the maximum velocity error is ∼10 km s−1
(comparable to random motions in the ISM), so the galaxy is well-behaved. However, at high resolution |verr| ∼ 100 km s−1, so the errors blow up the
galaxy! Specifically, some young star-forming regions accumulate a coherent error in momentum conservation and are launched out of the galaxy, generating
the visible streams and preventing thin-disc formation. In our default coupling these errors vanish, so the galaxy is well behaved: at higher resolution the disc
is even thinner and more extended.
converge away. Meanwhile, the individual gas element masses get
smaller at high resolution – so the net linear velocity ‘kick’ becomes
larger. The ‘worst-case’ error for a single SN would be an order-
unity fractional violation of momentum conservation, implying a
kick |verr| ∼ pt/ma ∼ 100 km s−1 (7000/mi, 1000); at low and inter-
mediate resolution even this worst-case gives |verr|  10 km s−1
(comparable to the thin-disc velocity dispersion) so this is not a
serious issue. But at our highest resolution, the non-conservative
‘worst-case scenario’ occurs where in some star-forming regions,
net momentum is coherently deposited all in one direction owing to
a pathological local particle distribution: the cloud then coherently
‘self-ejects’ or ‘bootstraps’ itself out of the disc. The thin disc is
destroyed in the process, and the most extreme examples of this are
visibly evident as ‘streaks’ of stars from self-ejected clumps flying
out of the galaxy centre!
We also re-ran a ‘non-conservative’ simulation of m12i at high
resolution (mi, 1000 = 7.0) with a crude ‘cap’ or upper limit arbitrarily
imposed for the fraction of the momentum allowed to couple to
any one particle, and to the maximum velocity change per event
(of 50 km s−1). This is presented in Appendix B. In that case, the
system does indeed form a thin, extended disc, similar to our default
coupling. This confirms that the ‘self-destruction’ of the disc is
driven by rare cases with large momentum errors, rather than small
errors in ‘typical’ cases.
As noted above, our older FIRE-1 algorithm used the ‘non-
conservative’ formulation. The MW-mass simulations published
with that algorithm were all lower-resolution, where |verr| 
10 km s−1, so these errors were not obvious (at dwarf masses, the
lower metallicities and densities meant the cooling radii of blast-
waves were explicitly resolved, so as Fig. 3 shows, the effects were
even smaller, and their irregular morphologies meant perturbations
to thin discs were not possible). However, running that algorithm
in MW-mass haloes at higher resolution led to similar errors as
shown in Fig. 4. This, in fact, motivated the development of the new
FIRE-2 algorithm.
We have confirmed that all of the conclusions above are not
unique to the two haloes above: we have re-run haloes m09
(∼109 M), m10v (∼1010 M), m11q, m11v (∼1011 M), m12f
and m12m (∼1012 M) from Paper I with ‘Default’ and ‘Non-
conservative’ implementations. All haloes ∼109–1011 M show
the same lack of effect from the coupling scheme as our m10q run
here; the ∼1012 M haloes all show the same systematic depen-
dencies as our m12i run.
In Appendix C we briefly discuss algorithms that ensure manifest
momentum conservation by simply coupling a pre-determined mo-
mentum in the Cartesian ±x, ±y, ±z directions (independent of the
local mesh or particle geometry). We do not adopt such a method
because (a) it ignores the physically correct geometry of the mesh in
irregular-mesh or mesh-free methods and (b) it imprints preferred
directions on to the simulation, which forces discs to align with the
simulation coordinate axes, introducing spurious numerical torques
that can significantly reduce disc angular momentum (as often seen
in grid-based codes).
4 NUMERI CAL TESTS: SUB-GRI D PHYSICS
A N D T H E N E E D TO AC C O U N T F O R TH E R M A L
A N D K I N E T I C E N E R G Y
Having tested the algorithmic aspect of SNe coupling above, we now
consider tests of the physical scalings in the feedback coupling,
specifically how it assigns momentum versus thermal energy as
described in Section 2.3.
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Figure 5. Convergence of ‘sub-grid’ implementations of SNe feedback (Section 2.3). We explode a single SN (ejecta mass =10.4 M, kinetic energy
=1051 erg, yields in Paper I Appendix A) in a box of uniform density and metallicity (n = 1 cm−3, Z = Z), with the same cooling physics as our standard
FIRE-2 simulations, using varying gas particle mass resolution, across mi = 0.1 − 106 M, as shown on the x-axis. Once the blastwave is well into the
momentum-conserving stage, we measure the terminal gas momentum pt. We compare: (1) Analytic: the analytic result for pt (equation (29)). (2) FIRE
sub-grid: Our default implementation. This couples SN mass, metals, energy, and momentum, in a manifestly conservative, statistically isotropic manner,
with the coupled momentum following equation (32). (3) Thermal (+ejecta): The coupling algorithm is the same, but the coupled momentum is only the
original ejecta momentum (no PdV work is accounted for) and the energy is always the initial 1051 erg at coupling (no un-resolved radiation assumed). At
low resolution this means the energy coupled is almost entirely thermal. (4) Fully kinetic: We couple 100 per cent of the 1051 erg as kinetic energy (all in
momentum), regardless of resolution. (5) Thermal only: We couple 100 per cent of the 1051 erg as thermal energy (none in momentum). At mi  10 M, the
ejecta free-expansion phase is resolved and all methods produce an identical, well-resolved S–T phase and terminal momentum in excellent agreement with
the analytic value. At mi  100 M, the cooling radius becomes un-resolved. At this low resolution, ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ (‘Fully Thermal’) underestimates
the terminal momentum by a factor of ∼15 (∼60), because the PdV work done in the energy-conserving phase is missed ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ simply returns
the original ejecta momentum; ‘Fully Thermal’ produces a small residual). At low resolution ‘Fully Kinetic’ overestimates the terminal momentum by a factor
of ∼100 (mi/105 M)1/2, because it assumes that PdV work continues well after the remnant should cool. Our FIRE sub-grid model, by construction, agrees
within ∼10 per cent with the exact/high-resolution solution, independent of resolution.
4.1 Validation: ensuring ‘sub-grid’scalings reproduce
high-resolution simulations in resolution-independent fashion
In Figs 5 and 6, we consider an idealized test problem that
validates the sub-grid SNe treatment used in FIRE. We initial-
ize a periodic box of arbitrarily large size with uniform density
n = 1 cm−3 and metallicity Z = Z, with constant gas particle
mass mi (so the inter-particle separation is given by ρ = mi/h3i ,
i.e. hi ∼ 16 pc (mi/100 M)1/3), and with our full FIRE-2 cooling
physics (with the z = 0 meta-galactic background) and hydrody-
namics, but no self-gravity. We then detonate a single SN explosion
at the centre of the box, using exactly our default FIRE-2 algorithm
(same SN energy =1051 erg, ejecta mass =10.4 M, metal content,
ejecta momentum, and algorithmic coupling scheme from Fig. 1
and Sections 2.2.2–2.2.5). We also test several additional schemes
for how to deal with the thermal versus kinetic (energy/momentum)
component of the SN.
(i) FIRE sub-grid: This is our default FIRE-2 treatment from
Section 2.3 (equation (31)), where we account for the PdV work
done by the expanding blastwave out to the minimum of either the
coupling radius or cooling radius (where the resulting momentum
reaches the terminal momentum pt in equation (29), and we assume
any remaining thermal energy is dissipated outside the cooling ra-
dius). The coupled momentum ranges, therefore, between pejecta
≤ pcoupled ≤ pterminal and total (kinetic+thermal) energy coupled
ranges from 0 < Ecoupled ≤ Eejecta = 1051 erg, according to the total
mass enclosed within the single gas particle (the smallest possi-
ble ‘coupling radius’). Recall, at small particle mass, this becomes
identical to coupling exactly the SN ejecta energy and momentum.
At large particle mass, this reduces to coupling the terminal mo-
mentum and radiating (instantly) all residual (post-shock) thermal
energy.
(ii) Thermal (+ejecta): This couples only the ejecta momen-
tum (pcoupled = pejecta < pterminal): any additional energy is cou-
pled as thermal energy (not radiated away in the coupling step;
Ecoupled = Eejecta). This ignores any accounting for whether the cou-
pling is inside/outside the cooling radius, or any PdV work done by
the un-resolved blastwave expansion. It is equivalent to dropping the
terms from Section 2.3 completely. A method like this was used in
some previous work with non-cosmological simulations (Hopkins
et al. 2012).
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Figure 6. Time evolution of blastwave momentum (top), kinetic energy
(middle), and thermal energy (bottom), as a function of shock position
Rshock(t), in the test simulations of SNe treatments from Fig. 5. For clarity we
show just three resolution levels. ‘Analytic’ assumes the explosion is energy-
conserving until the terminal momentum from equation (29) is reached,
and subsequently momentum-conserving. At high resolution, all methods
resolve the blast and agree with the analytic curve. Because density is
fixed, poor mass resolution means the smallest Rshock (earlier stages) are not
resolved, but the FIRE method reproduces the high-resolution solution at
the same radius at all resolution levels. ‘Fully Thermal’ or ‘Fully Kinetic’
models systematically under- or overestimate the momentum and kinetic
energy, in a strongly resolution-dependent manner. (The excess thermal
energy at low resolution in ‘Fully Kinetic’ models is caused by the shock
from the blastwave moving faster than it should, physically.)
(iii) Fully kinetic: We assume that 100 per cent of the
ejecta energy is converted into kinetic energy, i.e. coupled
in ‘pure momentum’ form (pcoupled =
√
2 Eejecta mcoupled ≥ pejecta,
Ecoupled = Ekinetic = Eejecta). This ignores any un-resolved cooling.
This is similar (algorithmically) to many common implementations
in e.g. Aguirre et al. (2001); Springel & Hernquist (2003a); Cen,
Nagamine & Ostriker (2005); Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2008); Vo-
gelsberger et al. (2013) (although most of these authors alter the
fraction of energy coupled).
(iv) Fully thermal: We assume 100 per cent of the ejecta en-
ergy is converted into thermal energy, with zero momentum (i.e.
Ecoupled = Ethermal = Eejecta, pcoupled = 0). This also ignores any un-
resolved cooling. This is a common implementation used in e.g.
Katz, Hernquist & Weinberg (1992); Ceverino & Klypin (2009);
Ceverino et al. (2014); Kim et al. (2016).
We evolve the explosion until well after it reaches an asymptotic
terminal momentum: when the momentum changes by < 1 per cent
over a factor of >2 increase in the shock radius, or – if this occurs
before the shock reaches >10 inter-particle spacings – when the
shock radius moves by <1 per cent over a factor of 2 increase in
time.
In Fig. 5 we plot the terminal momentum in each simulation and
compare to our analytic scaling from equation (29). In Fig. 6, we
plot the radial profile of the shock properties as the shock radius
expands: the total radial momentum, kinetic, and thermal energy
(these depend on the time since explosion, so we plot each resolu-
tion at different times). We consider particle masses ranging from
mi < 0.1 M, sufficient to resolve even the free-expansion phase
of explosion (let alone the cooling radius), to mi > 106 M.
At sufficiently high resolution, all of the schemes above give
identical, well-converged solutions – as they should, since in all
cases (at high enough resolution) they generate a shock with the
same initial energy, which undergoes an energy-conserving S–T
type expansion (in which case the asymptotic solution is fully de-
termined by the ambient density and total blastwave energy). In this
limit, the shock formation, S–T phase, conversion of energy into
momentum, cooling radius, snowplow phase, and ultimate effective
conversion of energy into momentum via PdV work are explicitly
resolved, so it does not matter how we initially input the energy.
Reassuringly, equation (29) agrees well with the predicted terminal
momentum in the highest-resolution simulations – in other words,
given the cooling physics in FIRE-2, we are using the correct pt.
At poor resolution, the different treatments diverge, as predicted
in Section 2.3.3. For ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ and ‘Fully Thermal’ cou-
plings, when the particle mass mi  100 M, the predicted momen-
tum and kinetic energy drop rapidly compared to the converged, ex-
act solutions. Physically, the cooling radius – which is roughly the
radius enclosing a fixed mass mcool ∼ 1000 M (see Section 2.3.3)
– becomes unresolved. Spreading only thermal energy among this
large a gas mass leads to post-shock temperatures below the peak
in the cooling curve, so the energy is immediately radiated before
much work can be done to accelerate gas (increase the momentum).
The terminal momentum and kinetic energy are under-estimated by
constant factors of ∼60 and ∼3600, respectively. With the ‘Ther-
mal (+Ejecta)’ case, the same problem occurs, but the initial ejecta
momentum remains present, so the terminal momentum and kinetic
energy are underestimated by factors of ∼14 and ∼200.
The ‘Fully Kinetic’ coupling errs in the opposite direction at
poor resolution: assuming perfect conversion of energy to momen-
tum and ignoring cooling losses gives pcoupled =
√
2 Eejecta mcoupled,
so pcoupled/pterminal ∝ m1/2coupled, and the terminal momentum is over-
estimated by a factor of ∼20 (mi/104 M)1/2. The kinetic energy is
overestimated by a corresponding factor ∼400 (mi/104 M).
In contrast, the FIRE sub-grid model reproduces the high-
resolution exact solutions correctly, independent of resolution
(within < 10 per cent in momentum, kinetic and thermal energy,
even at mi ∼ 106 M). This is the desired behaviour in a ‘good’
sub-grid model. Of course, at poor resolution, the cooling radius
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is un-resolved, so the simulation cannot capture the early phases
where gas is shock-heated to large temperatures. However the sub-
grid treatment captures the correct behaviour of the high-resolution
blastwave once it has expanded to a mass or spatial resolution scale
which is resolved in the low-resolution run. (For similar experi-
ments which reach the same conclusions, see e.g. Fig. 6 in Kim &
Ostriker 2017).
4.2 Effects in FIRE simulations: correctly dealing with energy
and momentum matters
Having seen in Section 4.1 that correctly accounting for unresolved
PdV work in expanding SNe is critical to resolution-independent
solutions, we now apply the different treatments therein to cosmo-
logical simulations.
Figs 7 and 8 show the results for both dwarf- and MW-mass
galaxies in cosmological simulations as well as controlled re-starts
of the same MW-mass galaxy at z ∼ 0 (to ensure identical late-time
ICs).
At the mass resolution scales in Figs 7 and 8, our default FIRE-2
coupling scheme reproduces accurately the SN momentum, kinetic
and thermal energies from much higher-resolution idealized sim-
ulations. In contrast, the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ and ‘Fully Kinetic’
models severely under- and overestimate, respectively, the kinetic
energy imparted by SNe (relative to high-resolution simulations
and/or analytic solutions). Not surprisingly, then, this is immedi-
ately evident in the galaxy evolution. ‘Fully Thermal’ and ‘Thermal
(+Ejecta)’ cases resemble a ‘no SNe’ case – because the cooling
radii are unresolved, the energy is radiated away immediately, and
the terminal momentum that should have been resolved is not prop-
erly accounted for – so SNe do far less work than they should and far
more stars form. The Fully Kinetic case, on the other hand, wildly
overestimates the conversion of thermal energy to kinetic (and ig-
nores cooling losses), so star formation is radically suppressed.
Given this strong dependence, one might wonder whether the
exact details of our FIRE treatment might change the results. How-
ever these are not so important. In Appendix F, we consider a ‘no
implicit cooling’ model: here we take our standard FIRE-2 cou-
pling (the coupled momentum, mass, and metals are unchanged),
but even if the cooling radius is un-resolved, we still couple the
full ejecta energy (i.e. we do not assume, implicitly, that the ejecta
thermal energy has radiated away if we do not resolve the cooling
radius, so couple a total thermal plus kinetic energy =Eejecta). This
produces no detectable difference from our default model, which is
completely expected. If the cooling radius is resolved, our default
model does not radiate the energy away; if it is unresolved, ‘keep-
ing’ the thermal energy in the SNe coupling step simply leads to its
being radiated away explicitly in the simulation cooling step on the
subsequent time-step.
Fig. 8 considers the effects of changing the analytic terminal
momentum pt in equation (29), by a factor of ∼4. As discussed in
Section 2.3, while there are physical uncertainties in this scaling
owing to uncertain microphysics of blastwave expansion, they are
generally smaller. But in any case, the effect on our galaxy-scale
simulations is relatively small, even at low resolution. As expected,
smaller pt leads to higher SFRs, because the momentum coupled
per SN is smaller, so more stellar mass is needed to self-regulate.
In a simple picture where momentum input self-regulates SF and
wind generation (see e.g. Ostriker & Shetty 2011; Faucher-Gigue`re,
Quataert & Hopkins 2013; Hayward & Hopkins 2017), we would
expect the SFR to be inversely proportional to pt at low resolution.
However, because of non-linear effects, and the fact that even at low
Figure 7. Comparison of the alternative sub-grid assumptions (Section 2.3)
from Figs 5 and 6, in zoom-in cosmological simulations. (1) Default: the
‘FIRE Sub-Grid’ model, which matches the correct momentum and en-
ergy from high-resolution solutions of individual blastwave explosions at
all resolution levels. (2) ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’: This couples just the initial
ejecta momentum (ignoring any un-resolved PdV work done), with the re-
maining energy in pure thermal form. From our high-resolution tests, this
underestimates the final momentum (kinetic energy) of SNe by a factor of
∼16 (∼250) at the low resolution of the tests here. Therefore our predic-
tions resemble a ‘no SNe’ case, and stars form extremely rapidly in the early
Universe. (3) ‘Fully kinetic’: This couples the 100 per cent of the SNe ejecta
energy as kinetic energy: our high-resolution tests show this overestimates
the momentum (kinetic energy) by a factor of ∼10 (∼40) for m10q (with
mi, 1000 = 2) and ∼160 (∼2500) for m12i (with mi, 1000 = 450). Not sur-
prisingly, star formation is overwhelmingly suppressed (a MW-mass halo
forms a <109 M dwarf). (4) No SNe: No supernovae included.
resolution the simulations resolve massive superbubbles (where pt
does not matter because the cooling radius for overlapping explo-
sions is resolved), the actual dependence is sub-linear, ˙M∗ ∝ p−0.3t .
So given the (small) physical uncertainties, this is not a dominant
source of error.14
14 To be clear, in Fig. 8 we alter only the terminal momentum, so e.g. if
the cooling radius of superbubbles is resolved the change has no effect
whatsoever, and other feedback mechanisms (e.g. radiative feedback) are
also un-altered. In contrast, in Orr et al. (2017) (Appendix A) we show
the results of multiplying/dividing all feedback mechanisms and strengths
(total energy and momentum) by a uniform factor =3. Not surprisingly this
produces a stronger effect closer to the expected inverse-linear dependence;
however non-linear effects still reduce the dependence to somewhat sub-
linear.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the sub-grid SNe treatments from Figs 5–7. In
each case, we restart our ‘default’ m12i simulation (resolution mi, 1000 = 56)
at z = 0.07 and run to z = 0 (∼700 Myr) using different feedback implemen-
tations. This allows us to examine how different physics change the predicted
SFR within the galaxy on smaller-than-cosmological time-scales given an
identical initial galaxy (removing the non-linear effects over cosmological
time present in Fig. 7). As in Fig. 7, we compare our default model, which
correctly captures the momentum, thermal, and kinetic energy of SNe at
this resolution level (mi, 1000 = 56), to the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ model which
underestimates the momentum (kinetic energy) of SNe by a factor of ∼16
(∼250) at this resolution, and the ‘Fully Kinetic’ model which overestimates
the momentum (kinetic energy) by a factor of ∼50 (∼400) at this resolution.
As expected, the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ model produces much higher SFRs
(the SFR cannot become much higher than ∼20 M yr−1, here, because
it is limited by the free-fall time), while the ‘Fully Kinetic’ model over-
whelmingly suppresses the SFR (the gaseous disc essentially ‘explodes’
in the first dynamical time). We then re-run our ‘default FIRE sub-grid’
model, but systematically increase (decrease) the terminal momentum pt in
equation (29) by a factor of 2 (much larger than physical uncertainties; see
Section 2.3). Higher pt (i.e. larger assumed cooling radii) produce slightly
more-suppressed star formation (as expected) but with only an ∼50 per cent
change in SFR for a factor of ∼4 change in pt.
Recently, Rosdahl et al. (2017) performed a similar experiment,
exploring different SNe implementations in the adaptive mesh re-
finement (AMR) code RAMSES. They used a different treatment of
cooling and star formation, non-cosmological simulations, and no
other feedback. However, their conclusions are similar, regarding
the relative efficiencies of the ‘Fully Thermal,’ ‘FIRE-sub-grid’ (in
their paper, the ‘mechanical’ model), and ‘Fully Kinetic’ treatments
of SNe. Our conclusions appear to be robust across a wide range of
conditions and detailed numerical treatments.
Again, we have repeated these tests in other haloes to ensure that
our conclusions are not unique to a single galaxy. Specifically we
have compared a ‘Fully Thermal’ and ‘Fully Kinetic’ run in halo
m10v and m12f from Paper I, and compared re-starts from z = 0.07
of an m12f run with mi, 1000 = 56 using the same set of parameter
variations as Fig. 8. The results are nearly identical to our studies
with m10q and m12i.
4.3 Convergence: incorrect sub-grid treatments converge to
the resolution-independent FIRE scaling
In Fig. 9, we consider another convergence test of the SNe coupling
scheme, but this time in cosmological simulations. We re-run our
m10q simulation with standard FIRE-2 physics, considering our
default SNe treatment as well as the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ and ‘Fully
Kinetic’ models, with mass resolution varied from 30 × 105 to
1.3 × 105 M.
Not only does our default FIRE treatment of SNe produce ex-
cellent convergence in the star formation history across this entire
resolution range, but both the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ model (which
suffers from overcooling, hence excessive SF, at low resolution
because the SNe energy is almost all coupled thermally) and the
‘Fully Kinetic’ model (which overestimates the kinetic energy of
SNe, hence oversuppresses SF, at low resolution) converge to our
FIRE solution at higher resolution, especially at mi  100 M. Of
course, even at our highest resolution, details of SNe shells and
venting can differ in the early stages of ejecta expansion, so conver-
gence is not perfect – but the trends clearly approach the ‘default’
model.
4.4 On ‘Delayed-Cooling’ and ‘Target-Temperature’ models
Given the failure of ‘Fully Thermal’ models at low resolution, a
popular ‘fix’ in the galaxy formation literature is to artificially sup-
press gas cooling at large scales, either explicitly or implicitly. This
is done via (a) ‘delayed cooling’ prescriptions, for which energy
injected by SNe is not allowed to cool for some large time-scale
tdelay  tdynamical ∼ 107 − 8 yr (as in Thacker & Couchman 2000,
2001; Stinson et al. 2006, 2013; Dubois et al. 2015), or (b) ‘target
temperature’ prescriptions, where SNe energy is ‘stored’ until suf-
ficient energy is accumulated to heat (in a single ‘event’) a large
resolved gas mass to some high temperature Ttarget  107 K (as in
Gerritsen 1997; Mori et al. 1997; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012;
Crain et al. 2015).
Although these approximations may be useful in low-resolution
simulations with mi  106 M (typical of large-volume cosmolog-
ical simulations), where ISM structure and the clustering of star
formation cannot be resolved, they are fundamentally ill-posed for
simulations with resolved ISM structure, for at least three reasons.
(1) Most importantly, they are non-convergent (at least as defined
here). This is easy to show rigorously, but simply consider a case
with arbitrarily good resolution: then either (a) turning off cooling
for longer than the actual shock-cooling time, or (b) enforcing a
‘target temperature’ that does not exactly match the initial reverse-
shock temperature will produce un-physical results. Strictly speak-
ing, there is no define-able convergence criterion for these models:
they do not interpolate to the correct solution as resolution increases,
but to some other (non-physical) system. (2) They do not represent
the converged solution in Fig. 6 at any low-resolution radius/mass.
Once an SN has swept through, say, ∼106 M of gas, it should,
correctly, be a cold shell, not a hot bubble. Thus we are not re-
producing the higher-resolution solutions correctly, at some finite
practical resolution. (3) They introduce an additional set of param-
eters: tdelay or Ttarget, and the ‘size’ (or mass) of the region that
is influenced. Both of these strongly influence the results. For ex-
ample, by increasing the region size, one does not simply ‘spread’
the same energy among neighbours differently, but rather, because
the models are binary, one either (a) increases the mass that cannot
cool or (b) must change the number of SNe ‘stored up’ (hence the
implicit cooling-delay-time) to reach Ttarget.
In Appendix D we consider some implementations of these mod-
els, at the resolutions studied here. As expected, we show that they
do not converge as we approach resolution ∼100 M, and that
certain galaxy properties (metallicities, star formation histories) ex-
hibit biases that are clear artefacts of the un-physical nature of these
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Figure 9. Convergence properties of the sub-grid SNe treatments from Figs 5–7 in a cosmological simulation of a dwarf galaxy. We show stellar mass, M∗,
versus cosmic time (as Fig. 7) for each treatment of unresolved phases of SNe explosions. We did not run our highest-resolution simulations (with ∼30 M
resolution) to z = 0 because of computational expense. At low mass resolution, the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ assumption underestimates the strength of feedback
(producing too-high M∗), while the ‘Fully Kinetic’ assumption overestimates the strength of feedback (producing too-low M∗). Our default FIRE sub-grid
treatment resembles the high-resolution converged solution even at low mass resolution. Once we reach mass resolution 1000 M (bottom), the cooling
radius of individual SN blastwaves starts to become explicitly resolved, and the different treatments converge towards one another – as predicted from our
idealized tests of single explosions in Fig. 5. Critically, the ‘Thermal (+Ejecta)’ (similar to ‘Fully Thermal’) and ‘Fully Kinetic’ treatments both converge to
our ‘default FIRE sub-grid’ treatment at higher resolution.
coupling schemes at high resolution. We therefore do not focus on
them further.
5 D I S C U S S I O N A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
We have presented an extensive study of both numerical and phys-
ical aspects of the coupling of mechanical feedback in galaxy for-
mation simulations (most importantly, SNe, but the methods are
relevant to stellar mass-loss and black hole feedback). We explored
this in both idealized calculations of individual SN remnants and
the FIRE-2 cosmological simulations at both dwarf and MW mass
scales. We conclude that there are two critical components to an
optimal algorithm, summarized below.
5.1 Ensuring conservation and statistical isotropy
It is important to design an algorithm that is statistically isotropic
(i.e. does not numerically bias the feedback to prefer certain di-
rections), and manifestly conserves mass, metals, momentum, and
energy. This is particularly non-trivial in mesh-free numerical meth-
ods. In particular, naively distributing ejecta with a simple kernel or
area weight to ‘neighbour’ cells or particles – as is common prac-
tice in most numerical treatments – can easily produce violations
of linear momentum conservation and bias the ejecta so that in, for
example, a thin disc, feedback preferentially acts (incorrectly) in the
disc plane instead of venting out. This is especially important for
any numerical method for which the gas resolution elements might
be irregularly distributed around a star (e.g. moving-mesh codes,
SPH, or AMR if the star is not at the exact cell centre). If these
constraints are not met, we show that spurious numerical torques or
outflow geometries can artificially remove disc angular momentum
and bias predicted morphologies. Worse yet, the momentum con-
servation errors may not converge and can become more important
at high resolution.
In fact, as discussed in detail in Section 3.2, our older published
‘FIRE-1’ simulations suffered from some of these errors, but (owing
to lower resolution) they were relatively small. Higher-resolution
tests, however, demonstrated their importance, motivating the de-
velopment of the new FIRE-2 algorithm.
In Section 2.2 we present a general algorithm (used in FIRE-2)
that resolves all of these issues (as well as accounting for relative
star-gas motions), and can trivially be applied in any numerical
galaxy formation code (regardless of hydrodynamic method), for
any mechanical feedback mechanism.
5.2 Accounting for energy and momentum from un-resolved
‘PdV Work’
At the mass (mi) or spatial resolution (hi) of current cosmological
simulations, it is physically incorrect to couple SNe to the gas as
entirely thermal energy (heating-only) or as entirely kinetic energy
(momentum transfer only) or as the initial ejecta mix of momentum
and energy. Because the SN blast wave has implicitly propagated
through a region containing mass ∼mi, it must have either (a) done
some mechanical (‘PdV’) work, increasing the momentum of the
blastwave, and/or (b) radiated its energy away. In Hopkins et al.
(2014), we proposed a simple way to account for this in simula-
tions, which we provide in detail in Section 2.3. This method is
used in all FIRE simulations, and was further tested in idealized
simulations by Martizzi et al. (2015), and similar methods have
been developed and used in galaxy formation simulations by e.g.
Kimm & Cen (2014); Rosdahl et al. (2017). Essentially, we account
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for the PdV work by imposing energy conservation up to a terminal
momentum (equation (29)), beyond which the energy is radiated,
with the transition occurring at the cooling radius of the blastwave.
In this paper, we use high-resolution (reaching<0.1 M) simula-
tions of individual SN to show that this implementation, independent
of the resolution at which it is applied, reproduces the exact, con-
verged high-resolution simulation of a single SN blastwave, given
the same physics. In other words, taking a high-resolution simula-
tion of an SN in a homogenous medium and smoothing it at the re-
solved coupling radius produces the same result as what is directly
applied to the large-scale simulations. Perhaps most importantly,
we show that this method of partitioning thermal and kinetic energy
leads to relatively rapid convergence in predicted stellar masses and
star formation histories in galaxy-formation simulations.
In contrast, coupling only thermal or kinetic energy (or the initial
ejecta partitioning of the two) will over- or underpredict the cou-
pled momentum by orders of magnitude, in a strongly resolution-
dependent fashion (Fig. 5). Briefly, at poor resolution, coupling
∼1051 erg as thermal energy (e.g. including no momentum or only
the initial ejecta momentum) spreads the energy over an artificially
large mass, so the gas is barely heated and efficiently radiates the
energy away without resolving the PdV work. But simply con-
verting all (or any resolution-independent fraction) of this energy
into kinetic energy, on the other hand, ignores the cooling that
should have occurred and will always, at sufficiently poor resolu-
tion, overestimate the correct momentum generated in a resolution-
dependent manner (since for fixed kinetic energy input, the mo-
mentum generated is a function of the mass resolution). This in
turn leads to strongly resolution-dependent predictions for galaxy
masses (Fig. 9). In principle, one could compensate for this by in-
troducing explicitly resolution-dependent ‘efficiency factors’ that
are re-tuned at each resolution level to produce some ‘desired’ re-
sult, but this severely limits the predictive power of the simulations
and will still fail to produce the correct mix of phases in the ISM
and outflows (because the correct thermal-kinetic energy mix is
not present). Using cosmological simulations reaching ∼30 M
resolution, we show that all of these studied coupling methods do
converge to the same solution when applied at sufficiently high res-
olution. The difference is that the proposed method in Section 2.3
from the FIRE simulations converges much more quickly (at a factor
of ∼1000 lower resolution), while the unphysical ‘Fully Thermal’
or ‘Fully Kinetic’ approaches require mass resolution 100 M.
5.3 Caveats and future work
While the SNe coupling algorithm studied here reproduces the con-
verged, high-resolution solution at any practical resolution, it is of
course possible that the actual conditions under which the SNe ex-
plode (the local resolved density, let alone density sub-structure)
continue to change as simulation resolution increases. The small-
scale density structure of the ISM might in turn depend on other
physics (e.g. H II regions, radiation pressure), which could have
different convergence properties from the SNe alone.
We stress that our conclusions are relevant for simulations of the
ISM or galaxies with mass resolution in the range 10 M  mi
 106 M. Below 100 M, simulations directly resolve early
stages of SNe remnant evolution, and it is less important that the
coupling is done accurately because the relevant dynamics will be
explicitly resolved. Above 106 M, it quickly becomes impos-
sible to resolve even the largest scales of fragmentation and multi-
phase structure in the ISM. Such star formation cannot cluster and
SNe are not individually time-resolved (i.e. a resolution element
has many SNe per time-step), so there is no possibility of explic-
itly resolving overlap of many SNe into superbubbles, regardless of
how the SNe are treated. In that limit, it is necessary to implement
a galaxy-wide sub-grid model for SNe feedback (e.g. a model that
directly implements a mass-loading of galactic winds as presented
in e.g. Vogelsberger et al. 2013; Dave´, Thompson & Hopkins 2016;
Dave´ et al. 2017).
The scalings above for un-resolved ‘PdV work’ are well-studied
for SNe, but much less well-constrained for quasi-continuous pro-
cesses such as stellar mass-loss (OB and AGB winds) and AGN
accretion-disc winds. In both cases, the problem is complicated
by the fact that the structure and time-variability (e.g. ‘burstiness’)
of the mass-loss processes themselves is poorly understood. Es-
pecially for energetic AGN-driven winds, more work is needed to
better understand these regimes.
Finally, new physics not included here could alter our conclu-
sions. For example, magnetic fields, or anisotropic thermal conduc-
tion, or plasma instabilities altering fluid mixing, or cosmic rays,
could all influence the SNe cooling and expansion. Different stel-
lar evolution models could change the predicted SNe rates and/or
energetics. It is not our intent to say that the solution here includes
all possible physics. However, independent of these physics, the
two key points (Sections 5.1–5.2) must still hold! And the goal of
any ‘sub-grid’ representation of SNe should be to represent the con-
verged solution given the same physics as the large-scale simulation
– otherwise convergence cannot even be defined in any meaningful
sense. So in future work it would be valuable to repeat the exer-
cises in this paper for modified physical assumptions. However, the
extensive literature studying the effect of different physical condi-
tions on SNe remnant evolution (see references in Section 2.3.1)
has shown that the terminal momentum is weakly sensitive to these
additional physics.
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A P P E N D I X A : A D D I T I O NA L R E S O L U T I O N
TESTS
Extensive resolution tests of our ‘default’ algorithm, at both dwarf
and MW mass scales (and considering both mass and spatial res-
olution, and additional haloes), are presented in Paper I. The main
text here also directly compares the different sub-grid treatments of
un-resolved cooling (‘Fully Thermal’, ‘Fully Kinetic’, etc. models)
as a function of resolution. Here we simply note that we have re-run
Figure A1. Additional mechanical FB coupling tests, as Fig. 3. We focus on MW-mass galaxies, where differences are maximized. Here we compare
the ‘default FIRE-2 coupling’ and the ‘non-conservative coupling’ algorithms from the text, at three resolution levels (labeled). We also compare: Non-
conservative+‘caps’: a modified version of the non-conservative algorithm which adds simple ‘caps’ to the feedback to prevent conservation errors from
getting too large, at the expense of not always coupling the feedback that should be present (Section B). The artificial suppression slightly weakens feedback
but resolves the larger differences between ‘default’ and ‘non-conservative’ algorithms. Force grid-aligned coupling: a scheme where we artificially inject all
feedback in the Cartesian x/y/z grid directions (regardless of the physical gas particle/cell shapes and distribution around the star), mimicking simple coupling
in a fixed grid (Section C). This artificially forces alignment of the disc and winds with coordinate axes, generating spurious torques that remove angular
momentum and make the disc more compact. Our conclusions from the text do not change with resolution.
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tests of the different purely numerical SNe coupling schemes from
Figs 3 to 4, at both dwarf and MW mass scales, at several resolution
levels. In both cases we find our conclusions from the main text are
not sensitive to resolution. In the dwarf case this is unsurprising,
since there was no significant effect from the coupling algorithm.
For MW-mass haloes, we demonstrate this explicitly in Fig. A1.
A P P E N D I X B: C O N F I R M ATI O N TH AT TH E
E R RO R S I N T H E N O N - C O N S E RVATI V E
A L G O R I T H M A R E D O M I NAT E D B Y E X T R E M E
E V E N T S
In Section 3.2, we showed that at sufficiently high resolution, the
non-conservative algorithm can produce momentum errors which
destroy the thin-disc morphology of a simulated MW-mass galaxy.
Here we confirm that the dramatic effects seen there are domi-
nated by the smaller number of ‘extreme’ or ‘worst case’ events,
rather than smaller errors that occur more ubiquitously in a non-
conservative algorithm.
Figure B1. Mock images in HST bands of our m12i run at z = 0 at our
highest resolution (mi, 1000 = 7.0), for the alternative SNe coupling tests
in Fig. A1. With the ‘caps’ added to the non-conservative method, the
catastrophic errors in Fig. 4 are suppressed and the morphology agrees with
our ‘default’ run reasonably well. In the ‘force grid-aligned coupling’ run,
the spurious torques from numerically forcing the winds along the coordinate
axes (incorrectly) drive the disc into alignment with these axes, removing
angular momentum from recycling material and producing a more compact
disc.
Specifically, in Figs A1 and B1, we conduct the same tests
as Figs 3 and 4, but with a modified non-conservative algorithm
(‘non-conservative + caps’). Here we take the non-conservative
formulation from Section 3.2 and – for testing purposes only
– limit the most serious errors by enforcing an upper limit
to the fraction of SNe momentum coupled to any one particle
(= h2b/4 [MAX(ha, hb)2 + |xba |2]; where h3a ≡ ma/ρa) and an up-
per limit to the maximum velocity change of ∼50 km s−1 (per
‘event’).
Figs A1 and B1 clearly demonstrate that it is only the most se-
vere, pathological local coupling cases in the ‘non-conservative’
algorithm which generate the ‘disc destruction’ (as opposed to an
integrated sum of small errors). Running this ‘capped’ model at the
same resolution, we see a reasonable, clearly thin-disc morphology
emerge, in good agreement with our default run. So long as we con-
trol (or better yet, eliminate) these errors at a reasonable level, they
do not corrupt our solutions. This is why at lower resolution (where
the ‘worst-case’ kick magnitude was much smaller, <10 km s−1
for a single gas element), as we studied in FIRE-1, we do not see
problematic behaviour.
APPENDI X C : PRO BLEMS WI TH
E X P L I C I T LY- G R I D - A L I G N E D FE E D BAC K
C O U P L I N G
In Section 3.2, we discuss the effects of the purely numerical me-
chanical feedback coupling algorithm. We discussed the importance
of algorithms which respect statistical isotropy. Here we compare
another algorithm which is not statistically isotropic, for a different
reason.
In Fig. A1, we conduct the same tests as Figs 3–4, but we consider
a ‘Force grid-aligned coupling’ model. The coupling follows our
default algorithm, except we treat the particles around the SN as if
they were distributed in a perfect Cartesian lattice with the SN at
the centre (as if the SN exploded at the exact centre of a cell in a
Cartesian grid code), and so enforce the exact same coupling in the
±x, ±y, ±z coordinate directions. This trivially ensures momentum
conservation but is not the correct solution given the actual non-grid
distribution of particles. Moreover it imprints the coordinate axes of
the simulation directly on to the galaxy – it is a fundamentally non-
statistically isotropic algorithm. But this is useful for comparison,
because such ‘preferred directions’ are generic to Cartesian grid-
based simulations (e.g. AMR) and their SNe coupling schemes.
The ‘grid-aligned’ implementation shows a higher central Vc, es-
pecially at our highest resolution (mi, 1000 = 7), owing to a more
compact disc. This is evident in Fig. B1, where we compare the
z = 0 visual morphologies of the MW-mass simulations run at our
highest resolution. In the ‘grid-aligned’ implementation (uniquely),
the disc is nearly perfectly aligned with the simulation coordinate
axes – not surprising given that feedback is forcibly aligned in this
case. This artificial alignment generates strong torques on outflow-
ing/recycling material, as well as material within the disc (it must
be torqued from its ‘natural’ orientation); as winds recycle and the
disc first forms, this in turn produces a significant loss of angular
momentum. As a result, the late-time inflowing/recycled material
(which forms the disc) has lower angular momentum in this run, and
produces a more compact disc, with a much higher central Vc. Note
that the error is essentially independent of resolution (whereas the
central Vc decreases with resolution, in all other algorithms tested),
because the grid alignment is resolution-independent.
We show this to emphasize that this can be a serious worry
for fixed-grid or AMR codes, where grid-alignment of discs is a
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ubiquitous and well-known problem (Davis 1984), even at ex-
tremely high resolution and independent of feedback (because the
hydrodynamics themselves are grid-aligned; see e.g. de Val-Borro
et al. 2006; Byerly et al. 2014; Hopkins 2015), especially in simula-
tions of cosmological disc formation (see Hahn, Teyssier & Carollo
2010). This may bias these simulations to smaller, more compact
galaxies.
Given the highly irregular dSph morphology of m10q, there is
not an obvious difference in that galaxy with this algorithm (there
is no thin disc to torque); we therefore do not show a detailed
comparison.
We have re-run haloes m09 and m10v (both dwarfs) and m12f
and m12m (MW-mass) from Paper I with this algorithm to confirm
the results are robust across haloes at both dwarf and MW mass
scales.
A P P E N D I X D : D E L AY E D - C O O L I N G A N D
TA RGET-TEMPERATURE MODELS: TESTS
We briefly discussed ‘delayed-cooling’ and ‘target-temperature’
models in the text in Section 4.4. There we emphasized that such
models are fundamentally ill-posed at high resolution. Here we
demonstrate this explicitly in zoom-in cosmological simulations at
dwarf and MW mass scales.
We compare four simple models, which resemble common im-
plementations in the literature.
(i) Delayed-cooling (physical): Here we take the ‘Fully Ther-
mal’ model from the text (injecting the full 1051 erg per SNe as
thermal energy), but particles which are heated by the SNe are not
allowed to cool for a time tdelay. Physically, the cooling time of an
explosion is (by definition) the time it takes to reach Rcool: since it is
in an energy-conserving Sedov-phase before this, the time is t shockcool =
(2/5) Rcool/v(Rcool), where v(Rcool) ≡ pt/Mcool is the velocity at this
stage. Given the expression for pt in the text (equation (29)), this is
t shockcool = 5 × 104 yr (n/cm−3)−4/7 (Z/Z)−5/14 (this is, as it should
be, approximately the physical cooling time for metal-enriched gas
with the post-shock temperature appropriate for a shock velocity
v(Rcool) ∼ 200 km s−1). So we adopt tdelay = t shockcool . Note, though,
that t shockcool is ∼1000 times shorter than the gas dynamical time
(1/√Gρ) – so unless the cooling radius (stage of blastwave ex-
pansion where the expansion time is shorter than t shockcool ) is resolved,
this will do little work.15
(ii) Delayed-cooling (300×Physical): We take the ‘Delayed-
Cooling (Physical)’ model, but arbitrarily multiply the delay time-
scale by a factor of 300. This brings it to 107 yr, comparable to
the galaxy dynamical time.
(iii) Target-temperature (physical): We take the ‘Fully Ther-
mal’ model from the text but wish to heat the targeted gas par-
ticles as close as possible to some desired target temperature,
Ttarget ∼ 107.5 K, without artificially changing the physics. Therefore
we adjust the number of neighbour particles on-the-fly as needed to
get as close as possible to this goal. However, even putting 1051 erg
into a single particle can only increase the temperature by T ≈
2.4 × 106(mi/1000 M)−1 K. So typically this amounts to putting
15 In our delayed-cooling experiments, we have considered both turning off
all cooling for a particle, and tracking a separate reservoir of SNe-injected
energy, which is not allowed to cool (while other energy can cool). Both
give similar results for our comparison here. We also ‘reset’ the delay time
tdelay whenever a new SNe injects energy into a gas element.
100 per cent of the energy of each SN into the neighbour particle
which is closest to (but still below) Ttarget.
(iv) Target-temperature (store SNe): We require that all gas par-
ticles heated by an SN receive sufficient energy such that their
temperature rises by Ttarget = 107.5 K. We follow Dalla Vecchia &
Schaye (2012)16 and achieve this by implicitly turning off cooling –
we ‘store’ SNe until a sufficient number have accumulated in order
to heat a target gas mass by the desired Ttarget. Then all the SNe en-
ergy is deposited ‘at once’ in that gas in a thermal-energy dump. To
minimize the number of SNe which must be ‘stored,’ we set a target
gas mass (for each ‘heating event’) of just 10 gas particles. Given
this, the number of SNe which must be ‘stored’ and then injected
simultaneously is NSNe ∼ 105 (mi/106 M); this is physically sim-
ilar to delaying cooling for ∼30 Myr (while the SNe accumulate)
for a gas particle surrounded by ∼10 star particles.
Figs D1 and D2 repeat the experiments from Section 4.4 in the
main text, for these models. Not surprisingly, at the resolution shown
(mi  100 M), the ‘physically motivated’ models (either delayed-
cooling or target-temperature) resemble the ‘Fully Thermal’ model
from the text, which itself resembled the ‘no SNe’ result. Turning
off cooling only for the real cooling time, or heating gas only
to the correct physical temperature, ignoring momentum, leads to
overcooling at low resolution.
Of course, in this class of models we can simply adjust the
model parameters until a reasonable stellar mass is obtained.
The ‘Delayed-cooling (300×Physical)’ and ‘Target-temperature
(Store SNe)’ models manage to produce order-of-magnitude simi-
lar galaxy masses to our converged default model at low resolution.
However there are serious issues.
(i) The actual explicit or implicit ‘cooling turnoff times’ are
wildly unphysical (10 Myr) – many orders of magnitude larger
than physical in both cases (see Agertz & Kravtsov 2015; Martizzi
et al. 2015). Thus the solutions we ‘insert’ on large scales do not in
any way resemble a ‘down-sampled’ high-resolution simulation and
nor can the relevant parameters be predicted a priori from higher-
resolution simulations. Note that such unphysically long-delayed
cooling times are what are actually used in most simulations with
these ‘delayed cooling’ models (e.g. Stinson et al. 2006; Shen et al.
2014; Crain et al. 2015).
It has been suggested that these models, while obviously un-
physical for a single SN explosion, could represent the result of
SNe which are strongly clustered in both space and time. However,
all the simulations here, by allowing resolved cooling into GMCs,
explicitly resolve stellar clustering (and if anything, we show in Pa-
per I that low resolution tends to overestimate clustering, owing to
discrete star-particle sampling). Therefore if such clustering were
to occur, one would not need to artificially turn off cooling or store
SNe (one could simply allow the explosions to occur rapidly and
create a superbubble, as occurs in our default models). In contrast,
these models impose, rather than predict, a strong and explicitly
resolution-dependent assumption about clustering: for the target
temperature model it is that SNe explode in ‘units’ in both time and
space of ∼105 SNe (mi/106 M).
Walch & Naab (2015); Martizzi et al. (2015); Kim & Ostriker
(2017) and most explicitly Kim, Ostriker & Raileanu (2017) have
16 The Dalla Vecchia & Schaye (2012) ‘target-temperature’ implementation
released the SNe energy stochastically rather than deterministically after a
fixed time – we have implemented this as well and the results are identical
to the ‘target-temperature (store SNe)’ implementation shown.
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Figure D1. Tests of ‘Delayed-cooling’ or ‘Target-temperature’ models
(Section D), as Fig. 3. In these models cooling is artificially ‘turned off’
either explicitly (not allowing SN-heated gas to cool for some tdelay) or
implicitly (by ‘storing’ SNe energy for an arbitrarily long time, until suffi-
cient energy has accumulated to heat gas particles to some target temper-
ature Ttarget). We compare: Delayed-cooling (Physical): Cooling is turned
off only for the tdelay corresponding to the actual blastwave cooling time
(time when the blast reaches the cooling radius). If the cooling radius is
un-resolved, this time-scale is necessarily much shorter than the dynamical
time. Delayed-cooling (300xPhysical): tdelay is increased by an arbitrary
factor of ∼300 to force it to 107 yr, comparable to the galaxy dynami-
cal time. Target-temperature (Physical): SNe energy is deposited in such
a way (distributed among neighbours) to bring ‘coupled’ neighbours as
close as possible to a target temperature Ttarget = 107.5 K, but without artifi-
cially turning off cooling or ‘saving’ SNe after they should explode. Target-
temperature (Store SNe): SNe are ‘stored’ until the gas neighbours can all
be raised to exactly Ttarget = 107.5 K (roughly equivalent to a cooling-delay
time of tdelay ∼ 30 Myr; or forcing 105 SNe to explode simultaneously
at a single place and time in the m12i run). With a physical cooling time
or post-SNe temperature, these models are very similar to the ‘Fully Ther-
mal’ model in the text, and produce severe overcooling at low resolution
(as expected). By making the effective cooling-delay or ‘storage’ time very
large, cooling becomes inefficient and galactic outflows are driven; however
this requires un-physical values that do not resemble the solution for re-
solved explosions. As a result, the star formation histories, rotation curves,
metal abundance distributions, and gas phase structure do not resemble the
converged solutions in the main text.
demonstrated this in greater detail, in studies of idealized single-SN
explosions or clustered SNe in a sub-volume of the ISM. There,
these authors demonstrate more explicitly that delayed cooling or
target-temperature models are not a good approximation to the
‘down-sampled’ results of high-resolution simulations.
Figure D2. Comparison of the ‘Delayed-cooling (300× Physical)’ (left)
and ‘Target-temperature (Store SNe)’ (right) models from Fig. D1, as a
function of resolution (in m10q). Neither exhibits convergence down to
mass resolution mi = 250 M: stellar masses, metallicities, central galaxy
(and dark matter) densities, rotation curves in the central ∼ kpc, and late-
time star formation rates all increase systematically with resolution. Because
the models do not physically correspond to any stage of a physical SNe
explosion, they in fact should not converge to the correct solution even at
infinite resolution (for example, even if the cooling radius is resolved, the
‘Delayed-cooling (300×Physical)’ model will necessarily prevent it from
cooling for ∼300 times longer than it should). For this reason neither model
is well-suited to the convergence studies in the main text, and they should not
be used in simulations which can resolve superbubble overlap and physical
cooling radii.
(ii) As also noted by Agertz & Kravtsov (2015), this un-physical
feedback coupling produces several artefacts in the galaxy proper-
ties. (1) Shapes of the star formation histories are biased: in dwarfs
the star formation in both cases is much more concentrated at early
times, compared to our converged solutions in Fig. 9. (2) In massive
galaxies, the ‘delayed cooling’ model accumulates a massive reser-
voir of gas (with its cooling turned off by successive generations of
SNe) at the galaxy centre, which finally (because of the dependence
of tdelay on density and metallicity) achieves a short cooling time
even with the imposed ‘delay’, then forms a strong starburst (at time
∼10 Gyr) and leaves an extremely compact bulge (the ∼500 km s−1
rotation-curve peak). (3) The metal abundances are highly sensitive
to the ‘delayed cooling’ and ‘target temperature’ model implemen-
tations, and vary by several orders of magnitude in the variants
explored here. The metallicities for dwarfs are extremely high in
the ‘target temperature’ models, because the ‘stored’ SNe inject a
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huge metal mass simultaneously,17 which is ejected from the galaxy
but is so metal-rich that it re-cools and preferentially forms the next
generation of stars. We have verified this feature remains regardless
of whether we include or exclude explicit ‘turbulent metal mix-
ing’ (numerical metal diffusion) terms as described in Paper I. (4)
The gas phase structure is quite different from our converged so-
lutions in the text. Since these models rely only on hot gas, there
is little or no cool (∼104–105 K) or cold ( 104 K) gas in the out-
flows here, unlike our default simulations (see Muratov et al. 2015,
2017; Faucher-Giguere et al. 2015; Faucher-Gigue`re et al. 2016;
Angle´s-Alca´zar et al. 2017), although Rosdahl et al. (2017) show
that alternative ‘delayed cooling’ implementations err in the oppo-
site manner and produce far too much cold, dense gas in outflows.
(iii) The solutions are non-convergent. Fig. D2 shows this explic-
itly, re-running m10q at resolution from 250 to 105 M, with the
‘Delayed-cooling (300×Physical)’ and ‘Target-temperature (Store
SNe)’ models. In both, the stellar masses, metallicities, central
galaxy (and dark matter) densities, rotation curves in the central
∼ kpc, and late-time star formation rates all increase systematically
as the resolution increases.
Of course, this owes to the explicit resolution dependence of
the assumed clustering and blastwave structure of SNe. In target-
temperature models, the SNe cluster and are synchronized in time
and space in an explicitly particle-mass dependent manner. In
delayed-cooling models, the ‘cooling mass’ Mcool is essentially de-
fined to be the mass of the kernel over which the SNe are distributed
(some multiple of the particle mass): since the terminal momentum
for an energy-conserving blast (which this is forced to be, by not
allowing cooling) is pt ∼
√
ESNe Mcool, the momentum injected
increases ∝ M1/2cool ∝ m1/2i , so feedback becomes more efficient at
lower resolution (analogous to the “Fully Kinetic” models discussed
in the text).
Interestingly, while the lack of convergence for delayed-cooling
models is ‘smooth’, the ‘target temperature’ models exhibit false
convergence in some properties (such as stellar mass) at low res-
olution, then ‘jump’ in the predicted values once a critical mass
resolution (here ∼2000 M) is reached. That is, of course, the
mass resolution where the physical cooling radii of SNe begin to be
resolved: so the fundamental meaning and behaviour of the sub-grid
model changes. At even higher resolution, the ‘target temperature’
of ∼107.5 K would actually become lower than the correct, resolved
blastwave temperatures: this would lead one to ‘store’ <1 SN at a
time. Clearly, in this limit the ‘delayed cooling’ and ‘target temper-
ature’ models simply become ill-defined.
A P P E N D I X E: EN E R G Y-C O N S E RV I N G
S O L U T I O N S AC C O U N T I N G FO R A R B I T R A RY
S TA R - G A S MOTI O N S
In the text, we noted that, for a spherically symmetric blast-
wave propagating into a medium initially at rest, converting
an energy Eej = (1/2) mej v2ej into kinetic energy (pure radial
momentum), after coupling to a total mass mb, simply im-
plies a final kinetic energy p2final/(2 (mb + mej)) = Eej, giving
pfinal = (1 + mb/mej)1/2 mej (2 Eej/mej)1/2 = (1 + mb/mej)1/2 pej,
where pej = mej vej is the initial ejecta momentum. The situation
17 If we ‘store up’ SNe each with ∼1051 erg until we can heat a discrete mass
m to a temperature ∼107.5 K, then if each SN deposits ∼2 M worth of
metals, the mass m will be immediately enriched to metallicity Z ≈ 2 Z!
is more complex if we allow for arbitrary initial gas and stellar
velocities.
First recall the mass conservation condition
∑
mb = mej is
un-altered by star or gas motion. The momentum condition is, in
the rest frame of the star,
∑
pb = 0, which in the lab/simulation
frame becomes
∑
p′b = mej va , trivially satisfied by the boost
p′b = pb + mb va . In these two cases, no net mass or linear
momentum is created/destroyed. For energy, we must account for
the energy injected. Consider a hypothetical instant ‘just after’ ex-
plosion, but ‘before’ coupling. Then the mass of the star particle is
ma − mej, moving at va. Gas neighbours b have their ‘unperturbed’
mass and velocities, etc. In the rest-frame of the star, the ejecta
contain the energy Eej = (1/2) mej v2ej. Assume the ejecta have neg-
ligible initial internal energy, then vej is the real radial velocity. If the
ejecta are isotropic in the rest frame, each parcel in some solid angle
d carries mass dm = mej/(4π ) d, with velocity vej = vej rˆ (where
rˆ points from the star radially outward). If the star is moving initially
at velocity va, the whole system is boosted, and v′ej = vej rˆ + va .
To calculate E′ej = (1/2)
∫ |v′ej|2 dm in the lab frame, note |v′ej|2 =
v2ej + 2 vej · va + v2a = v2ej + v2a + 2 vej va cos θea (where we can de-
fine standard spherical coordinates such that rˆ · vˆa ≡ cos θea). Using
dm = mej/(4π ) d = mej/(4π ) dφ dcos θ ea, we trivially obtain that
the ‘cross-term’ vej · va vanishes (integrating over all ejecta), so we
have E′ej = (mej/2) (v2ej + v2a).
Now assume we couple some energy and momentum to all the
neighbours b – the exact discrete energy conservation condition
must be satisfied, summed over all elements which receive some
ejects mass/energy/momentum. In the simulation/lab frame, the en-
ergy conservation condition can be written:
Einitial + E′ej =
(ma − mej)
2
v2a +
∑
b
p2b
2 mb
+ mej
2
(v2a + v2ej) + U0
= ma
2
v2a +
∑
b
p2b
2 mb
+ mej
2
v2ej + U0
= Efinal = (ma − mej)2 v
2
a +
∑
b
|pb + p′b|2
2 (mb + mb) + Uf (E1)
where (as in the main text) we use xb to denote the pre-coupling
value of x. Here U0 and Uf ≡ U0 + U collect the non-kinetic
energy terms (e.g. thermal energy, discussed below).
Now using the fact that p′b ≡ pb + mb va , we can write
this in terms of the coupled momenta pb. Use the identi-
ties vb = pb/mb,
∑
mb = mej,
∑
pb = 0, μb ≡ mb/mb,
1/(1 + x) = 1 − x/(1 + x), and following through with some
tedious algebra, we can re-arrange terms and write the energy con-
servation condition as:
 =
∑
b
[ |pb|2
2 mb (1 + μb) +
vba · pb
(1 + μb)
]
(E2)
where vba ≡ vb − va and the energy  is defined by
 ≡ 1
2
mej
(
v2ej +
∑
b
w′b |vba |2
)
− U (E3)
w′b ≡
1
1 + μb
(
mb
mej
)
. (E4)
This makes it clear that the dynamics depend only on the relative
velocity vba of gas relative to the star (i.e. a uniform boost will
not change the dynamics, as it should not). In , the term in v2ba
reflects the additional energy generated by relative gas-star motion
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– since
∑
w′b ≈ 1, this is negligible for SNe where v2ba  v2ej, but
potentially important for slow winds.
Now without loss of generality, define the coupled momentum
pb as the value we used in the text (for the case where the gas is
not moving relative to the star) multiplied by an arbitrary function
ψb:
pb ≡ ψb mb
(
1 + mb
mb
)1/2 ( 2 
mej
)1/2
pˆb (E5)
where pˆb ≡ pb/|pb|. Inserting this into the energy conserva-
tion condition in equation (E2), we obtain the constraint equation
in terms of ψ :
1 =
∑
b
ψ2b
mb
mej
+ 2
∑
b
ψb cos θba
(
w′b mb |vba |2
2 
)1/2
(E6)
cos θba ≡ vˆba · pˆb = vba · pb|vba | |pb| (E7)
If vba = 0 (no initial gas-star motion), then the term in cos θba
vanishes, and this is trivially solved for ψb = 1, and equation
(E5) reduces to our solution for a spherically symmetric explo-
sion in a stationary medium (as it should). More generally, any
ψb and pˆb must still produce
∑
pb = 0. If we have defined
a set of vector weights, as in the main text, such that this is true
for the vba = 0 (stationary) case, then the simplest choice which
guarantees
∑
pb = 0 is preserved is to take ψb = ψ , such that∑
pb → ψ
∑
pstationaryb = 0. Of course, in detail the true so-
lution for a blastwave in an inhomogeneous medium with locally
varying velocities could feature variable ψb or changes in the direc-
tion pˆb (i.e. work being done in different directions from the initial
ejecta expansion), but by definition this sub-structure is un-resolved
at the coupling radius so we should think of ψ as an average over the
un-resolved structure. The solution to equation (E6) is then simply:
ψb = ψ ≡
√
1 + β2ψ − βψ (E8)
βψ ≡
∑
b
cos θba
(
w′b mb |vba |2
2 
)1/2
(E9)
This gives us the desired expression in the strictly energy-
conserving limit. But at low resolution (large particle masses)
the solution is not energy-conserving (the blastwave has
reached the terminal momentum and radiated energy away).
Following the text, return to equation (E2) and insert the
terminal momentum pb = pterminalb = φb pterminalb (vba = 0) =
φb (pt/pej) pinitialb = φb (pt/pej) mb (2 /mej)1/2 pˆb, where φb
is an arbitrary constant analogous to ψb. Following the solution
above, we will take φb → φ. Since some energy has been radiated,
the right-hand side of equation (E2) must be < (the constraint is
an inequality). This is solved by
φ = MIN
[
1, α−1φ
(√
β2φ + αφ − βφ
)]
(E10)
αφ ≡
∑
b
w′b
mb
mej
pt
mb vt
(E11)
βφ ≡
∑
b
w′b cos θba
|vba |
vt
, (E12)
where vt ≡ 2 /pt (approximately the velocity at which the blast-
wave becomes radiative). In the limit where the terminal momentum
is reached, pt  mb vt by definition, so αφ is vanishingly small and
φ ≈ MIN[1, 1/2βφ] (for βφ > 0). This has a simple interpretation
then: βφ is just the (kernel-averaged) ratio of the net outward gas
velocity from the SN to the velocity where the blastwave becomes
radiative. If the recession velocity exceeds vt ∼ 200 km s−1 (the
velocity at which the terminal momentum is reached, for a station-
ary surrounding medium), the SN must reach terminal momentum
earlier (at a higher velocity therefore lower terminal momentum) be-
fore the ambient medium ‘outruns’ the blastwave: mathematically
βφ  1 and φ  1, accordingly.
Having computed ψ and φ, we can then decide which limit
(the energy-conserving or terminal-momentum limit) a gas ele-
ment should be in, as in equations 31 and (32), by comparing the
corrected penergy−conservingb (equation (E5)) and corrected pterminalb
above. If |penergy−conservingb | > |pterminalb | (the momentum implied
by the energy-conserving limit exceeds the terminal momentum),
or mb > m
b
cool ≡ |pterminalb |/vt (the mass of particle b exceeds the
swept-up mass at which the energy-conserving solution would de-
celerate to below vt = 2 /pt), then the terminal solution is applied
(otherwise the energy-conserving solution is applied). If the gas-
particle motion is negligible (ψ ≈ φ ≈ 1), these two conditions are
exactly equivalent; more generally we need to check both.
Physically, note that for vba = 0 (non-moving cases or uniformly
boosting the whole simulation), βψ = βφ = 0 so ψ = φ = 1 and we
obtain the stationary case as expected. For vba = constant (assum-
ing mb  mb), the condition
∑
pb = 0 becomes mathematically
identical to βψ = βφ = 0, so there is no change in the coupled mo-
mentum or energy relative to what would occur in the stationary
case (this is easiest to see by returning to equation (E2) and simply
taking the vba term outside the sum). In a medium moving with uni-
form velocity relative to the star, the blastwave produce a stronger,
slower-moving shock in the ‘upwind’ direction and weaker, faster-
moving shock in the ‘downwind’ direction, but it is easy to verify
that the difference in the energies produced in both directions can-
cel one another (and of course, the momentum imparted in both
directions must, by conservation, be equal). In a turbulent medium,
different velocities will tend to cancel, so βψ , φ will both be small.
However, when there is a large net inflow/outflow motion
around the star, βψ , φ can be non-negligible. Consider a spheri-
cally symmetric case with vba = vr rˆ so cos θba = 1 if vr > 0,
or cos θba = −1 if vr < 0, and assume the total mass to which
the ejecta is coupled is distributed in a shell with mass Mcoupled.
Then |βψ | ∼ (Mcoupled v2r /2 )1/2 ∼ (KEinitial/KEejecta)1/2, i.e. β2ψ
scales with the ratio of the initial (pre-coupling) kinetic energy
of the surrounding gas elements (across which the ejecta are dis-
tributed) to the ejecta energy. Although |vba| = |vr|  vej for
SNe, the kinetic energy is weighted by the particle mass, so
it is not necessarily negligible: |βψ |  1 if the typical |vr| 
(mejecta/Mcoupled)1/2 vej ∼ 350 km s−1 (mi/100 M)−1/2 for typical
core-collapse SNe. At sufficiently high resolution, then, this term
becomes negligible (the gas velocities are never so coherently large),
but at low resolution it can be important. Of course, at low resolution,
the cooling radius is un-resolved and we should use the terminal mo-
mentum expression, where βφ  1 requires |vr|  vt ∼ 200 km s−1
– the expression becomes resolution-independent in this limit (once
mi exceeds a few hundred solar masses). In either case, if such
large vr is reached, ψ ≈ 1/2βψ (or φ ≈ 1/2βφ) becomes <1.
This comes from the pb · pb term, which dominates over p2b in
this limit – physically, it requires more energy to accelerate a shell
which is already moving rapidly away from the origin. Conversely,
when |vr| is large and βψ < 0, ψ ≈ 2 |βψ |  1, i.e. this implies a
larger momentum injection, with the energy for the additional PdV
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Figure E1. Comparison of our ‘default’ feedback implementation from the
text (as Fig. 3), with and without accounting for the relative gas-star motions
as described in Section E. The ‘Ignore gas velocities’ implementation treats
the momentum injection by SNe as if the ambient medium is at rest (i.e.
ψ =φ = 1, in Section E); so the kinetic energy input is variable. The ‘Include
gas velocities’ implementation treats the energy injection as fixed and re-
scales the injected momentum if there are large gas-star velocities. The
latter can have significant effects on the coupled momentum at sufficiently
low resolution, if the gas is uniformly approaching or receding from SN
locations at high velocities (200 km s−1). Both implementations become
identical at sufficiently high resolution. Even at low resolution (shown here),
the differences in galaxy properties are extremely small.
work coming from the shocked external medium falling on to the
shock.
If we choose to keep our simple momentum scaling from the
main text (setting ψ = φ = 1 always) – i.e. assume that the momen-
tum scaling of SNe is robust across variations in the surrounding
gas velocity field – then this necessarily means the kinetic energy
coupled by SNe varies, with larger kinetic energy coupled in cases
with a net ‘outflow’ motion around the star, and smaller kinetic
energy change in cases with net ‘inflow’ motion around the star.
This is not necessarily unphysical – it depends, to some extent,
on whether the more robust property of SNe blastwaves in a non-
uniform flow is their kinetic energy or their momentum. Similarly,
it is quite possible that the general scaling for the terminal mo-
mentum pt from the text could have a complicated dependence on
the detailed structure of the velocity field, although simulations in
turbulent media discussed in Section 2.3.1 suggest that, on aver-
age, broadly similar results are obtained as in simulations where
the background is stationary. Clearly, future work is warranted to
explore these conditions in more detail.
In practice we find that whether we include this more detailed
correction, or set ψ = φ = 1, almost always has a small effect on
galaxy properties at all resolution levels: some examples are shown
in Fig. E1. Galaxy masses, star formation histories, mass profiles, vi-
sual morphologies, metal abundance distribution functions, rotation
curves, CGM gas content, and mean outflow rates are essentially
unchanged (with at most a systematic ∼0.1 dex shift in the masses
of very low-mass dwarfs, and smaller effects in higher-mass galax-
ies). We have specifically tested this in the m10q and m12i galaxies
in this paper as well as galaxies m10v, m11q, m12f, and m12m
from Paper I; we have compared all properties discussed in this
paper and in Paper I. The fact that these corrections produce such
small effects owes to the fact that coherent, large inflow/outflow
velocities around star particles are rare and, even when they occur,
tend to average out over time and space. Even in the worst-possible-
case (maximal βψ ) scenario, namely violent post-starburst outflow
episodes around dwarf galaxies at low resolution, where most of
the ISM of the galaxy is evacuated, the net change in kinetic energy
of the gas setting ψ = φ = 1 only differs from the kinetic energy
coupled with the exact formulation here by a factor ∼2. And, crit-
ically, the difference between methods vanishes (βψ , βφ → 0) at
sufficiently high resolution.
A P P E N D I X F: D E TA I L S O F U N R E S O LV E D
C O O L I N G D O N OT I N F L U E N C E
P R E D I C T I O N S O F O U R D E FAU LT MO D E L
As noted in Section 4.2, we have verified in a number of tests that,
within the context of our default FIRE sub-grid model, the details
of how we treat the ‘unresolved cooling phase’ when the simulation
does not resolve the local cooling radius are secondary, so long as
the correct momentum is coupled to the gas. Fig. F1 shows this
explicitly for both m10q and m12i simulations. In this figure we
compare a model where we take our standard sub-grid coupling (the
momentum, mass, and metals are unchanged) but always couple
the ‘full’ total energy – we do not assume (as in our default model)
that the residual thermal energy has been radiated away when the
cooling radius is unresolved. As expected, this produces nearly
identical results to our default model – in this limit, by definition,
the cooling time is shorter than the dynamical time at the radius
where the energy is deposited. So the code simply radiates away the
energy in the next few time-steps, without doing significant work.
This is a non-trivial statement, however, in that it clearly shows that
in this regime, the momentum coupled, not the thermal energy, is
the important physical ingredient.
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Figure F1. Comparison of the default ‘FIRE sub-grid’ model (as Fig. 7) to
a variant implementation in which we do not assume the residual thermal
energy from the initial energy-conserving phase has been radiated away if the
cooling radius is not resolved (i.e. coupling radius Rcouple > Rcool). Instead
we simply couple it explicitly, using the same kinetic-thermal solution as the
default model, and rely on the code cooling physics to radiate it explicitly.
This has no effect because, by definition, in this regime the code will radiate
the thermal energy away rapidly in either case.
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